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Gerald A. Barcella # 56305 
ICI-0; Unit A-3-245-A 
Hospital North Drive # 23 
Orofino, Idaho 83544 
STATE OF IDAHO j ,, 
COUNT1 OF KOOTENAI 
FILED: 2'/> ~ / d  '- 
aT ~ O ' C L O C K ~ F M  
Petitioner in Pro Se 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
) 
GEARLD A. BARCELLA, ) 
petitioner, 
) 
Case so. Q ~ Z S J - Z . ) ~  
vs. ) AFFIDAVIT OF GEARLD A. BARCELLA 
) 




State of Idaho ) 
) -ss- 
County of Clearwater 
) 
GERALD A. BARCELLA, being first duly Sworn upon his oath, deposes 
and says that the following is true and correct based upon his own 
personal knowledge and belief. 
1. My name is Gerald A. Barcella and I am the Petitioner in 
this matter. 
2. I bring this petition for post conviction relief in good 
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- .  
faith and believe that I am entitled to redress as a matter of law. 
3. I am a ward of the state of Idaho and under the direct care, 
custody, and control of the Idaho Board of Correction. 
4. That the IDOC has no law libraries whereby Petitioner could 
research and prepare his case as well as respond to the Respondent's 
pleadings. 
5. Petitioner does not have any knowledge of the law nor is 
he able to form the issues or present his case in a meaningful manner. 
6. This Court has in the past appointed counsel for Petitioner 
in the past proceedings and, should do so now. 
7. Petitioner requests that "conflicts' counsel" be appointed 
in that Petitioner's petition in part is based upon "ineffective 
assistance of counsel" at trial and, upon direct appeal before the 
Idaho Court of Appeals. 
8. Petitioner cannot interview witnesses, take statements, 
cannot take affidavits in the form of testimony, gather evidence, 
conduct a thorough post conviction investigation, nor effectively 
utilize the discovery process. 
9. Petitioner cannot even seek the limited legal assistance 
of other inmates due to housing and medical restrictions. See, 
IDOC Grievance Form 03-26-01; Inmate Concern 03-02-01; Inmate 
Concern 03-08-01; Inmate Concern 03-14-01; Offender's Medical 
Status Report. 
10. Petitioner is denied access and storage of trial discovery 
transcripts at ICI-0. Petitioner Barcella's attorneys were told 
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shipped to another institution if he needed storage of and access 
to the six (6) large boxes of his trial discovery. Barcella is in 
Protective Custody and his life would be endangered. a, Affidavit 
of Attorney Molly Huskey, Idaho State Appellate Public Defender's 
Office; IDOC "Access to Courts" Form(s) of 04--8-01, 04-09-01, and 
04-11-01; Letters to Attorney Molly Huskey, 03-05-01 and 04-02-01; 
Letter to the Idaho State Bar, 04-09-01 and Letter to District Judge, 
James Judd, 04-09-01. 
11. Further sayeth your affiant naught. 
Subscribed to and Sworn before me this 
' day of , 2001. 
? UA. n& 
Gerald 13,h A. BArecll g i a n t  
"h.c 
Notary Publ'ic for Idaho 
My Commission Expires : .P" 




Residinmt f l k j k .  3 ,Idaho. 
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~ o o - r ~ ~ n r  coifitv S~ERIFFS DEPARTMENT 
JAIL BUREAU + INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
I 
." 'yJ" . . Inmate's Name: < @J &,N &,,.\ \ d. ' , '  $  
... . , 
Circle One: Grievance 
Appeal 
Complaint 
Law Library RequesUChaplain 
.. , . . .. . : ..,. .. ,,..,. ,.., ,, ., 
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filed in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
. Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
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KOOTENAl COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
JAIL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
c! (33-L ,. . , Inmate's Name: . , Date: 
ACTION , . . 
Routedto: P ~ O  n n  057 qqs 5.f -5101 
(to de filled in by Deputy receiving gquest form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 
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KOOTENAI COUWTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT 
JAIL BUREAU 
Inmate's Name: 
+cC v i > % + - . s  b t h  % D- h e . 6 3 ~ ~  ~ - w t - L  
A- 
Q"tikT&&b,, afi  ‘<. - ~ X A P  e r  T I !  b c. ,, & ~ ~ - 9 q d  +B
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' - , - A  c J L %  kP * . f % 5  . . , L +.A g 
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km.t.e.s< ~~L ~7~ e. &, b ~b Frr &we.pd neA5L,Aec 
Inmate's Signature 
-. 
Receiving Deputy: -Jlf*rMt c)+& . . . . 
. . ,... : .. . .  . . ., 
ACTION 
3" 
Routed to: $ii 
<[to be.i?lled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ] ~ppioveh [ ] Denied 
Reason: 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
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MOOTENAI COUNTY SHERIFFS'DEPARTMENT 
1 JAIL BUREAU \ 
 MATE REQUEST FORM (I<I?EI 
' & ' \ 2  ,.... . . . .  . . 
c~...--c 1-1 +; , . . ' .  inmate's Name: "' lepL. ,. . Date: d8d i  I - Fd' 
~c$$+3~&&&j9j."i ld~od: 3.c G 2- 
Circle One: &edb*l 7 Grievance Cell: C-. 2% c+ -2- 
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ 1 Approved [ ] Denied 
Reason: 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
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' rt 8 G*, ' r  c .& I;$. ,:; Inmeite's Name: f l  \ .- Date: 0.8 +.'a ,$'- $ 8 
. Pod: + j - ~ + - + '  - .  " 





Explanation: - k l - .  p i rr, d 
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CLI 
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!n!nate!s Signature: .... T I ,  15 @ * w  k 54lak9 
Receiving Deputy: ID# D a t f l m e  
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date C ____, 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 
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JAIL S H Y  

\ 
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KOOTENAI COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
JAlL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
. , ,  . , .  
Innyte's Name: .. i 3 .  , . , .. : L . , 13 . . 3 , .&or,. . .. . ,. 1' , . , b I./.'). Date: gq-. a f - 9  7 .*, ., ,. :\ :,. . . . . ., :. ,!. . . ',. . 
. . .  , 3  Pod: J";3 
Circle One: Medical Grievance Cell: f l /  
@ i t t o r n e v l C o ~  o Appeal 
Haircut Complaint C#% ,Frk- T i  8 J* 
Law Library RequesffChaplain 
Explanation: &?JT77 /~!UPC~J: z- &-../“' / ? . a  4 #- 
f 
,F 4-f * w  4. * ++ r r .:A, L. / r. +*p v. % j C.+r - m I /  
I' CL_ 
i ~ . w d C I . + . . ~  p_ t$ i*.r,.-i-. C , *&-,s 3 ,  'a w v 2. h rh d .&5 * 
, a 
/ 
2 X  . p n \ < > k  +T T -  de.=. &#*- /-+ c: ,+. o \[ 4,,&t- 6 
l I f 
c::3 ,& er . A , $  h I;IL.,= Li t3 r. ' . . t .. r e.. . .-ki 
3 . . A  && L / j ld . I / ;Tn  f e n  /, 6s z 4.- 4 c J - 1 2  b r i c k  y a& "is?.. 
r' -IC 
h -I p-, G 7 ' -  R4.M 27 Cp .t,. 4- r . " 1. : %. I / . iT-4 
" J  " i c .  . T  
H 
& a  r -. 1 . / way 
cC" -
: . .  r . . ~ .  a .  C ..I,,../ b r  ?f,+-- t + n .. -I. 1 
.: 
&€7m 
Inmate's Signature: c. 
Receiving Deputy: ( - f i ?~d ia r  
ACTION , . , . - ;  ..>: i 9 ., .. ..L. 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Reason: 
!3espondi;lg Staff Signature: ID# Date 
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KOOTENAl COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
JAlL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
. . CF,c 1 3 A k ~ c i * r Z  Inmate's Name: , . Date: O , 4 " - ~ y ~ ! 7 7  
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, .  t ' ,  ,. . 
Circle One: Medical Grievance Cell: .& P 
&nevl~ourt contact2 Appeal 
Haircut Complaint 
Law Libraly RequestlChaplain 
r ) ~  F 7.& 'J'J y 4  
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(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Reason: 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 341 
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I 
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6 
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Receiving Deputy: ID# 2 P f D ~ ~ & T ~ ~ ~ '  . . rf;', kt. @"? ,..,: : .,'"3$?@ 
. . .. . . 
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Reason: 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 
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Circle One: Medical Grievance Cell: 
f l o - m >  Appeal 
Haircut Complaint c j ~  g . - Y B - i p  8 $ 
Law Libray RequestlChaplain 
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ACTION v 
. . 
,?*> i '.Ro'*ed to: 
(to be Med in by Deputy receiving request form) .? 
~hswer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Reason: 
Repponding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
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KOOTENAI COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
JAIL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
fl 6 k? f3-cw t> jS, 4& g ~ L r 3 (  o c j l  c Z . , . < : , 7  Inmate's Name: i'. .. . , : ., ,. , . .  . , .  . , . Date: ., ,  , .. . . 
.. . . .. , . .  . . 
, :, Pod: A 
Circle One: Medical Grievance " ' Cell: 9 i 
Appeal 
Complaint 
RequestIChaplain - 3 / 8 2  Law Library 
% i i-> 
3: 8n-q  $ ) B g + t T , ;  y* 4 -( "1 ~ 1 :  *. I,,"L -9 n ., &, ! .< d, Explanation: I 
$ ->, :>b.4. ?, /- ,$.. Q .- F.>.r? &..e k I P 'A Q . t ..+ !; ,." . T i  .. &%pa, $* 
. C'd~ i - "?~ .  
-4 {<*w 
Inmate's Signature: e -. . ". 




(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Responding Staff'Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 
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*3s  
JAlL BUREAU , 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
. . . . .  . . . . 
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Law Library RequestIChaplain 




(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Reason: 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
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KOOTENAI COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
JAIL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
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, ,1 
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w 
Appeal 
Haircut Complaint d~ ,/{ &d-' l" 6 . 9 ~ V J  
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. C 
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i i 
@..m ; ,., w <. > %? 7 &. 4-1 * "-, Y c ,  69. --..., &2 \ r f L 
4 ! 
, I .  -\ n 4, '6 .c 
/ 
. -ilr 
1 1  'b 23 P&-s"; @/ c.- M.3 " J 
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C c 
. . 
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Inmate's Signature: d@ c - 





ii- Routed to: 
(to be filled idby Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ] Approved- ..% , L. ]&-~enied 
,' *"; 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date I 
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(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
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Inmate's Signature: 
- r-,: 
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ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Reason: 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to inmate 
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(to be filed in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Reason: 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
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:,, 
Pod: A 
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ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 




INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
Inmate's Name: [&&. / 3 6 p3 .%;d ( L L & 8% Date: i > B - r F - F I  
+ . .  . . . Pod: &! 
Circle One: Medidid -""---- Grievance ' ' ' Cell: .4 / 
Appeal  . .  . .  . > . :  
a~rcut Complaint , 
Law Library RequesVChaplain (-)/I f 4 d-.  3/ f . 5  
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1 
Inmaie's Signature: 
Receiving Deputy: ID# Datf l rne &&/97 
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Reason: 
1 Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
1 I 
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,. 3 ! 
2 6s. ' eS. 2 .j,.."*J i".{* i ~ . ~ ~ . ~  . - \ p .  - C - J C C ~ ~  2 :h %. 
i - ., 




(to be filled in by Depufy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Reason: 
- 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 352 
JAlL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
COUNTY SHERIFFS 
JAIL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FOR@ (KITE) 
6 .< ,J 
Inmate's N a m e : m  ,-,., Date: s+T 8 -* j 3 + 'T 
8 4  Pod: 
Circfe One: Grievance Cell: + & ,i 
Appeal 
Complaint 
/'if F7 & -CJ J&-P Law Libraty RequesUChaplain 
a,?;, 3 4) Lar + <. (..i  *, .". A> r L,J .+.. / .$ .% i 
a' 1 (i  
J- )...$*< 6. ,! y 5 jr &c. ' i... L.. "F- * 1 ., / u i ... p .,f%.,:. .* * J r 2: . * 7 . .- < .<I 
I 
b ;> 6 $,- , 'p*. .9 i .,; j C L;̂L+- :& J . & a  ,/ , . ;i". .a F P 6 u, . $. 2' 8 
# 3 I P $ 4  1 1  + fi "2- --,+ ,, ~,. , ,,. I. T. j I,.. , . : A 17 +. .{ 1 .J . i .  i , \:, w ,,. *-*.i5..: .. . 
1 / ...i 4 ..- -.: i c ... ,. c .; 
T;I: <. I \ *  $9 < L J ,- .: --.<. ih". 8, "". . ( j  JIX.  i' I ....r.*..>: j 4,:" * .J i.Y *i* 0.- J *r 




ID# z T#Y D a t f l m e  
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be Wed in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
, Reason: 
I 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to inmate 3% 
JAlL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
Ld k d  
KOOTENAI COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
JAlL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
Inmate's Name: (i"L,..-..k&... I:? t~ JL-+ Date: 0 f -/A' - 7 ,?' 
Pod: A 
Circle One: Medical Grievance Cell: A' i  
AttorneyICourt Contact Appeal 
Haircut Complaint c ,{Tf 9 g - ,>jy g/ 
Law Libraty Requesffchaplain / 
i 
Explanation: 4 ..5f:2 I P .',:.I',&/ 8 ,!j ; j y h  -( ,," : +  . 1 / / . .Ar: !, rn .. .r L> <:, b, , 
Inmate's Signature: / 
Receiving Deputy: I D  2 'DatelTime , I ., 
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
9. 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Reason: - 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 354 
JAlL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
,L.J u 
KOOTENAl COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
JAlL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
,/"' 
( '  7 , '  : 5 i i.-.e i ,  d 
Inmate's Name: *.. '' Date: L ,  {'..". 7 7 
Pod: P 
Circle One: Medical ;i / -". . - - - - - -~~..  Grievance Cell: 
~ttorney1Court Contact 'r Appeal 
Haircut Complaint (<: r-. 
Law Library RequesffChaplain i &' . * i . / ' S  r 
i i . I .> 7 . , . r i . ,  . +.e+*&.- c ; . . . i d ,L i /..1.., , , ,.c 
J * . ,, 
t' 't' ...{.; .- ; i 
f4. I ,  , : * ! . .<"c  <2 1 4,. -,,- ,, ., >.# I .c - i.! j , , L. t- J ; , ,4x.  , 4.. C I $:, "jwx.. 
/ I 
dV 
El.'-. 1 ,. i 
f /:i #< ,*&, cc;" 
Inmate's Signature: &,.,*.+-.,(- - -.d ,m&"&- --~. f 




(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Reason: 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 
JAlL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
::L. :i$,J 
KOOTENAI COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
JAlL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
'$2 
Inmate's Name: AA.,,,..<~...-@ 6 3  -,%.. Date: a f >' .. 5 '"3 
Pod: ,4 
Circle One: Medical Grievance Cell: $ 
Appeal I -  c" g..T .jy5 "i ,-:;. # t BJ . '  
Law Library RequesVChaplain 
-" 
2 q  n-7 .3 '--&r : J 'i , , , , , .. ..$ ,A '... Explanation: .* . J : . . . tr.-. fi ?.- S. C- 9" 
Inmate's Signature: 
Receivinp Deputy: c- L ~ T ~ W  ID# 2 7. I Datmme k ./JF- 7 3 
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Depuiy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ 1 Denied 
Reason: 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 356  
JAlL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
4 / 6  
JAIL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
.- .G .?j7$ ,&..L,, 4 f . . j . . ~ ~  it 
Inmate's Name: &L.4-Prb- I._j.. _, Date: 0 ? I 
Pod: PI 
Circle One: Medical 
.C__...-...-...... . . , _. ..- Grievance Cell: h- / 
,,. @orn+rt Coritd* 
I-",% 
Appeal 
~ a z u t  Complaint t. "4 F ir: ,, - 7, f3 
Law Library Requestlchaplain 0. / w  ; 




8 ,  < .  ; ,. rt L. %, I, i: 4 . . $ . 4.. i h ... <._- ";-, ,,. . , .  . i,+ I.. / / .. ; C -7- e
i ... 1. < - I  ; ! , .* ..4 ..fq I -1- c , -3 ' .- :. ,- - / , . J w J . l4.c i..., ,I k / 9 i t *..-q ,(- 
; .P' 
Receiving Deputy: 1 ~ # 2 Z r r  Datefrime 2 - [ 4 - Y ?  
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(fo be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File . Copy to Inmate 
357 
JAIL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
4-J 
KOOTENAI COUNTY SHERlFFS DEPARTMENT 
JAlL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
6 - - lnmateSs Name: /:" irk. '1. ,?I .,,>I ;( <Z A: i. [. Date: .-!. $-- / q - q  7 
Pod: A - . r ,  
Circle One: Medical Grievance Cell: 
AttorneyICourt Contact Appeal 
Complaint .>..~ Haircut j"7: ;r #r d,.:> ,_ ;(:,cbf-ti 
Law Library RequestlChaplain 
Explanation: 
. ,  , I. I 1 \ h .  'd f ; . - , , , .P. h 
"1' 6. .* M ., # J .-,. , e., , * << f "< - 
i . 5  I.. ,;. - :  1 ..", < .r .. s ) '  ... i t. 
7 I. .$ * -. - 
0 .  ..., ,.. . .* i .< +* , 
Receiving Deputy: R .(-3 \PU I D # Z ~  I I Datemlme C l $ -  14 - 9 7 /& t'h 
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ I Denied 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
. Copy to File Copy to Inmate 
358 




INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
,_, (A., . i a 2 t , 4 e~ Date: , R - / j d - y ~  Inmate's Name: .., . 
Pod: ..P? 
Circle One: Medical Cell: & ,/ Grievance 
&&~e&CdutTCcin- Appeal 
Haircut Complaint 
/,? /= 7 .- 2 1 /J 1 Law Library RequesffChaplain 
r" . - ./ 
i, ... ;l i v h . d  c.,, .= , ' A  c , ,  . t 1 ri 
/ 
\J , J -! ... p I. t c+-.r. , .3 a .) $-,,<, zi2 "'/ .a * 
, ,  - t / 
I !.- . && -> ;- <- ?, L:* '. / .p 2 4 .  2 i \ i ,.c, - d L : : * c., i x r i  - .  .h 1-t : " - ,  i 
* I 
! . 1 i 6 < < i ; T* '4-.. c pi.., ; \-- c .J r r . i,,' .: ,. X' I , i. . 
y .,, :<. . . . , . ,  1."~ ;?. _, .i . . cj r -< &,.. .i. ,i..c.i' (' .," ', ,\: .. .-., : c .  
/ I 
inmate's Signature: L . i' &&. c. . 
Receiving Deputy: q - b t \ @ ~ . -  
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Reason: 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 359 
JAlL SHR #307 Rev. 1196 
\ .. p 
,:: J 
COUNTY SHERFFS DEPAR?~\~ENT 
JAIL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) .i 
, .- 
Inmate's Name: /< ? 2 {h .~  {> 1 :) ,q p i  ( , f ~  L ' )  ;A, Date: f4 .? - ,/ .. i', .> .-, 9 7 
Pod: 
Circle One: Medical Grievance Cell: 3L;! / 
Court co ; l tac9  Appeal ; 
Complaint (-> ;? 7 dr -2 j , ~  A 
Law Library RequestlChaplain 
Explanation: ,, t PJ "~3.  ,,q jL I3 u , 2 ,  :: - F ,-. , ,  r. / :-.~... ,; / ,2 Lx sz i. 
/ i 
Receiving Deputy: k La c \<+-  
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Respondi~g Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 
JAIL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S 
JAIL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
Inmate's Name: , <: : . y 3 " f l  ;.d +? {j ,,,> ;,.:.: < Date: ';. 3 .- ,a ' ... " .- C. , ," 
Pod: ,/*3 
Circle One: Medical Grievance Cell: ..q j 
3 Appeal %aircut -- Complaint ( '. ;,2 .c <:I s, " k. - 2 ' ,, 
Law Library Request/Chaplain , .,..j / 
..p,; &,. i-. L\., i : " 3  i^L ( 4 . ., -i i-,,. *..s . ... . i 5 I-.. <. .., ?-. >!, t , " '- 
I, i 
{ "f -;, 
i..;. t.\ t -L . . 3 - i .+ 6. , ,. L ! k i  . . _, . i . . , d 
..a 
'k , r ' ~  b c ,.. :, F i - . $ . t.~ ., . i ,, . . i : . i , i~ A. , -. . i ,  I.. i. Q C- <. i. 
Inmate's Signature: i. .., LJ .1!7 , ..* .c,L - A ?  , -.la ; ; L ,, . ; - 
Receiving Deputy: R. L C I C  \C?UPT 
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filed in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Reason: 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 361 
JAIL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
, -i" ') .:u 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S DIEIFPBRTM~NT 
JAlL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
Inmate's Name: Date: C f - /3 - J 7 
Pod: ~3 
Circle One: cC;LF> Grievance Cell: si  g 
Attomey/Courl Contact Appeal 
> 
Complaint 
Law Library RequestIChaplain (3flr"r& - j f j  i. 
n. F \eu.,p " Receiving Deputy:  ID#>^ 1 Datfime 05- f 4 -9  7 /& /l;j 
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be fiNed in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ I Denied 
Reason: 
I Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 
JAlL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
i .i 
Ss5 !:a 
KQOTENAI COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
JAIL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
Inmate's Name: Date: ,$ - 2. - 9 7' 
Pod: 13 
Circle One: Grievance Cell: 43 1 ,. , Ad- Appeal 
Haircut Complaint ,ey 4% < r" $.e j.-9 ,b p 
-. 
Law Library RequestlChaplain 
~- ,'p A 2 3 
; T F  7 f3 )&, ... . , \ I 
Explanation: . - 2  . / O W  j .4 * .  v' < i.., .; ("'2 .a *.,- / +C.F ,., c,. - 
i ;1 i..- . . - .% 
$3 ~< -t & . ,  r , h  / T I *  .i \ f 'o +.*,I :., / ,%. : -, .d L". %,-. r -  d:J 4.; 
( L \ r e . .  . J.7 > + - k  j 8 
@' I? .c . , . * 2 ;*.. ;, ,: . id .,? -. ., <;. .+ ..b, *, a, +9:... c2 I ': .. .P- I-;,,.; ,!t- -4- i i 
p 3 ..fi 4 j
1 3  - J' fc ., ,#*..S <- . r. b , r : , .: d .. .~, , r ., 1, ;.", h., , '  * " ." .,. , 7.- . , ,.:, Cc. , 
i 
i' 
I\. ,' , 4 7 .$ , c , L . . , .+-. r L. .. L ,,,.... -& ,..... , .J,.* n, . j-..iG, .,.* - 
\ xilr eqk 4- + -  C . . - r ' ~ I  . i : . . , < , ' l a . , . . .  .AS  $-,., a- b . c , r  i .  
inmate's  ahre: re: rw'i..3 &: ~ 4 '  8 
Receiving Deputy: -. , . ., d ,. a I D  z DataiFlme- 
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 363 
JAIL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
K OUMTY SHERJ 
JAIL BUREAU .'. 
:;INMA- REQUEST FORM;(KITE) 
/ k  *$ c,//i Date: . G R J I  : a - 9 ~  Inmate's Name: P ++- 
. , . .  . . pod:,- 
, , 
Circle One: Medical Grievance ' , ' Cell: 
~..,  ' 
A I 




<\ , Law Library RequesUChaplain 
Explanation: $c/g. ,:, J . jJ').e..s;..i c ,r .t .U .L C .  fig.>." ( 
/ 
a k-h n?, r . . I .e .csni \ , ;  r+- I* ,.: pq ,& /t ,r ; . -A ,*. G~~ J ,.p ,# ,- J 01 , 
,' 
edir-f - 4  5 . D- ?-%,A L,.. 1 3 ,&-.,#. %, ,+L..Lv t ) + . A  : 
I ? - " "  
I-. P G  L+ L C* k ' n y . l : , g  . n . r ,  TL.- .~ ..r I,.,,,!,* t * " ) I  .c 
n b ~ ,  j4-4 L . I ' / - o  - + ,: , e ,k r r 
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filed in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ 1 Denied 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to inmate 364 
JAIL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
KOOTENAI COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
JAlL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
Inmate's Name: r -  ~ ~ ~ c E & J / L * - -  Date: e ~ - i r - ~ i B  
Pod: riF6-z 
Circle One: Grievance Cell: 3 $? $ 2 
Appeal 
Complaint 
Law Library RequesUChaplain 




(to be filed in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Reason: 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 365  
Yo7 JAIL SHR #307 Rev. 1196 
. . 
~ ~ ~ e :  t$. hr;iid 7 3 v - ~ ,  < ' &  & (37 Date:  
.,. . . Pod: f 4  
Cell: <:j 1 Circle One: Medical Grievance . ' " . . 
. . ,  
1%: .. . . . Appeal ' ' ' - ,p f 
Complaint C IC, 9 y - 3.j grf 
Law Library RequestIChaplain 
&peFy +B &,,! 
Explanation: # J & $ ~ F % J ;  @ - I F -  ~ ~ . , % , +  'Z n, 
C 
rrnr 
t+' a W. ?G. i & .e. & cp" :. *bk +fi+, k A 0 J2. A yzz $9 $ .i ,*@ P 3 .fi P . z ~  .r -I" 
$++ /4,&w-i.A 
, 
M ?  Y7.@ "-{&>*&~b,*...'t . 4.1 A ,  f 5q-f  2 )  a>*  6..,.-.e 




Deputy:. ID#?? ).(; ~ate/~ime- .... , , 
-.. ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Depufy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
~ e s ~ d n d i n ~  Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 366 
JAIL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
. I ...i; . . .  . .: ;.r.-;s,:.~.,;r ,.,; ?,-, .i.. .., . .~ ., , . . . . . ., : .. .....-& V", .,i: ;. ' .-.-aL;4>,vA:i,T;> .*,-. w*..-;c..ra. ..*- -..l;qr s" -.;- - - . -.; .. . .. .". ..,. , .. 
. . .'. .:>,? . .. . . , .  . : , .  '.. ,, ;: ,I \ 
JAlL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (Kt=) 
!I. 
&SJAL h . I+ Inmate's Name: 0.14 Q. L C. L L& '. Date:- 
. , . .  . Pod: E4. . , , ' 2  
Circle One: Medical Grievance Cell: Pr / 
@ o r n e y / ~ o u m 2 t  Appeal 3 Haircut Complaint Cfl/cy"e - ,/ $4 
Law Libray RequestlChaplain 
~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ : ~ 4 . ~ Y A ~ ~ ~ ~ : f i  J, , \ i ,g , . . jdP + L i b # #  t w -  b * ? ~  7 g e d l  
9 I 
4 
P C \ '  j0 . t . . , J \6  .{w q a . C  - p ~ . ~ ~ -  s i - d r r ~ r r ~ ,  p., , . , * ~ : L . T L . ~  A," ".".- 
D / I p a  .- .,. / - q i  4Q.t I 
h . 7  + r ! L  j\.r C + pFe*/^ao - 1 1 ~ m , c - d 7  
.. - 
SAC z& [*b*.," h . * " 6 <  Inmate's Signature: f+ P, c I-. I(_ i . d  $.hi e Grt c&$. - 
Receiving Deputy: L? e - w w s d  ID# ?7(d DateRime D7 1997 1 ~2%'  
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ 1 Denied 
Reason: 
I Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
- .  
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 
JAlL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
*& 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPA 
JAIL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
. . 
Inmate's Name: u & ~ / i " J L L j ~  &...' k C e  ,:. , . Date: a 7- / V-.q -a c 
, ;  Pod: f l  
Cell: Grievance b y  
+\,,. .. . :Appeal , . 
Haircut Complaint 
Law Library Request/Chaplain c {ZP'yd- , 3 /  $J 
Explanation: /L)Ts"L? . f i D ~ r z r S  : 2" & * W  " 4  1 . h ~  -#-&a 
Inmate's Signature: 




(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
I 
I Reason: 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
, Copy to File Copy to Inmate 
JAIL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
Grievance Cell: &-1 1 
Appeal 
Complaint 
Law Library RequestIChaplain ci@/=.p d- 2 / p 3  
Explanation: fJP? f l b f i ~ l  r '  ,+J- A & - . e  rc--. / d . f  A (I- ,. 
h. p. <. G- A 42. ,.dq & w , ? - p  . $#':q z . , . ~  iq- Uc- t" a;.., k 
C * .  . C: 3 % - \ .A.. . . ja . , . r e  2 ,/$I ..<J f- 1 % : . 1 j 
1 . .- I / 
Receiving Deputy: 
. I 
,? s: , 
Routed to: .., .- ,. , 
. ' (to be filed in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer:,? [ ] Approved [ 1 Denied 
Reason: 
-1 
Responding Staff Signature: - ID# Date ". 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 
P 
JAIL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
JAIL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) . . 
. I . . .  . . .  'L 
Inmate's Name: 
. 
, . Pod: 
Circle One: Medical Grievance ' ' Cell: 
, . . Appeal. 
Complaint Cj?P"$?& - 3 / 5 4  
Law Library RequesUChaplain 
Explanation: / / 7 7  ,Ha& p - 3 ~ :  Dx .0  )-,fl@ jc . 7- $%q,f& 
o*a 73% J. 7 I . J ~ T N  C +  ig~.r4t:~i*cgxina .54p+~a .-eg:cr + 
r f i ~u , r  h.'m rn ul"e,: U?c)a 9 07- /o- 4 7  < n..4 , 
J 
k R ~ 5  % f e A 4 .q W+-Y c n 0-74. s.;. - J ,576 L ,QG.- .%.. .A .'.-a 
T-- B 
~ 0 4 r  ~ F B I - ~ C I J C J  0 -  f i y  I:-.A* . ,  .j<-ricihl 
/ 
Inmate's Signature: '4 
. . 
Receiving Deputy:$&- 1 Q W  x n - ID#/"Z'.;lu Datmme .fi % I . 
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 




Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 370 
JAIL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
.< 0 1 , ,*,-...;;. 
COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT 
JAIL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
.. . ,.., ,' . , 
. . . . Pod: 
Grievance <- Cell: f i I  
Appeal : > , z .  . . 4  :. 
Haircut . ' Complaint 




's Signature: h 
: 
ingjDeputy: ID#? '7 6 Datfime -, . 7DZq;iP .. ,io 
-2w ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 





I Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date . 
Copy to File Copy'to hmate 
JAIL SHR #307 $7 e . 11 3 6 
'?:L&;, . . .;Lei::: 
KOOTENAI , *- COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT 
i) JAILBUREAU 
Inmate's Name: 
. . 0 -: 
Y b? G &, .?Id J 
Inmate's Signature: & k 4  f l  ML 
Receiving Deputy: k Lrz F 1 f" J 6 1 ~ # 2 2 1 1  ~ a t e / ~ i m e e ) 7 - ~ 2 - ~ 7  / & / / A  
ACTION 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) 
Answer: [ I Approved [ -I Denied 
Reason: 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 
JAIL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
JAIL BUREAU 
INMATE REQUEST FORM (KITE) 
-- 
Inmate's Name: A. f d3j L .O / ?#h3 ~ L C :  ELL 44 Date: 12 -97 
*, . . '".,. Pod: ,.' . i s , ,  
Grievance .-. Cell: N* 1 
Appeal,. . , .., , 
Complaint Haircut 




" '  bp ianat ion: f l /~" l  
-2- L~~ @ -/ J , i -9 a kt A -. t. . 1 a b+7 %.' " 7 + p l l a I s  , < :  ,r 
/ "-- 
[ 9,n,b<. '&- . ' ,  L + 4 ~ ' + ~  0 * I+".. '*I r' I:" j' ..e , . / *ci ./7d llrC 
L.3 8-\ i a \. 5 .3 1.1,' . .j' 0 v.*.% -4 !, TL,c 5 ,b7<.,, t.~ 4.t * -+ .- 
I &.L r -  J ,p 4 . 4.. .[--a if. -L ~ G P I ~ .  -t 0 - 4 a. .- c> q 
1 i / 




(to be filled in by Deputy receiving request form) ( 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ ] Denied 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 
JAIL SHR #307 Rev. 1/96 
Grievance ' ' " cell:.- 
._: ; cfz.F-3 p &.A 
. . 
, ACTION 
2:. j i i 
Routed to: 
(to be filled in by Deputy receiving requesf form) 
Answer: [ ]Approved [ 1 Denied 
Y1--lli. 
Responding Staff Signature: ID# Date 
Copy to File Copy to Inmate 374 
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The Old Brain 
The functions of the old brain are to 
regulate physiologic functions and 
emerience basic emotions such as 
aiger, fear, hunger, thirst, and pleasure. 
This consists of brain structures such as 
the hypothalamus, amygdala, 
hippocampus, substantia nigra, and the 
ventral integmental region. The nucleus 
qccumbens communicates any basic 
needs to the new brain and is thought to 
be the source of craving. 
The New Brain 
The outer lobes of the brain make up the 
new brain. These lobes are what we use 
to experience the world around us 
through our senses. When the old brain 
tells us that we need something, the new 
brain provides the awareness to seek it 
out. 
. . 
, .  . . 
. Presyioptie membrane 
.Vesicle 





FIGURE 3 Dendrite 
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Serotonin I Mood stability, appetite, sleep Alcohol, nicotine. control, sexual activity. amphetamine, cocaine, , aggression, self-esteem PCP, LSD, MDMA 
Dopamine 
Norepinephrine Energy, motivation, eating, Cocaine, nicotine, 
and epinephrine attention span, pbasure, heart amphetamine, caffeine. 
rate, blood pressure, dilation of marijuana 








Endorphin Pain control, reward Heroin, other opioids, 
enkephalin mechanisms, stfess control PCP, alcohol, 
(physical and emotional) marijuana, anabolic 
steroids. 
GABA (gamma Inhibitor of many neuro- Alcohol, marijuana. 
amino butyric transmitters, muscle relaxant, barbiturates, PCP. 
acid) control of aggression, arousal benzodiazepines 
Acetylcholine Memory, learning, muscular Marijuana, nicotine, 














blood pressure, heart rate, sexual 
behavior, mental acuity, sleep, 
muscle control 






Histamine Regulator of emotional behavior, 
sleep, inflammation of tissues, 
stomach acid, secretion, allergic 
response 
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MEDICAL SUMMARY S H E E T  
PAGE O F  - -  
BARCELLA,  GERALD 
0 4 0 5 9 5  DR. R I N I S L A N D  CONTACTED REGARDING T H E  NEED FOR INMATE T O  HAVE 
XANAX 6MG P E R  DAY FOR P O S T  TRAUMATIC S T R E S S  D I S O R D E R .  INMATE 
HAS 5 9  P I L L S  R E M A I N I N G  I N  A B O T T L E  THAT B AND B PHARMACY F I L L E D  
1 WEEK AGO FOR 150 .  PHARMACIST AWARE T H A T  59 P I L L S  REMAINING---  
I%: K I N I S L A N D  A L S O  AWARE. P E R  DR. R I N I S L A N D  I T  OK FOR T H I S  
INMATE T O  HAVE 6MG PER DAY. H E  S T A T E S  DUE T O  P O S S I B L E  D T ' S  
I V E R I F I E D  T H I S  DOSAGE WITH DR. KENNEDY DUE T O  INMATES DRUG 
S E E K I N G  B E H A V I O R  AND THE STATEMENT THAT HE HAS B E E N  TAKING 
T H I S  MED FOR 6 YEARS.  O K ' D  BY DKS.  KENNEDY AND R I N I S L A N D  AND 
PLACED ON MED CART. 
0 4 1 0 9 5  S E E N  BY DR.  KENNEDY FOR MED KX. AFTER CURRENT XANAX RX 
COMPLETED HE W I L L  START INDERAL.  HE W I L L  ALSO R E C E I V E  L A C T A I D  
T A B L E T S  FOR LACTOSE INTOLERANCE. H E  IS  UNABLE T O  PROVIDE 
MEDICAL RECORDS THAT I N D I C A T E  A NEED FOR XANAX ALTHOUGH HE 
HAS HAD I T  P R E S C R I B E D  BY NUMEROUS M D ' S  FOR OVER 5 YEARS.  
0 4 1 7 9 5  NUMEROUS R E L A T I V E S  AND F R I E N D S  C A L L I N G  REGARDING XANAX AND 
INMATES NEED FOR I T .  DUE T O  P T S D  ALTHOUGH HE WAS NEVER I N  
THE S E R V I C E .  I N F O  REGARDING WHERE T O  S E N D  T O  WAS OBTAINED 
FROM I N M A T E S  MOTHER AND A MEDICAL R E L E A S E  S I G N E D  BY T H E  
INMATE WAS S E N T  T O  THEM. 
0 4 1 9 9 5  WE ARE S T I L L  T R Y I N G  TO O B T A I N  MEDICAL RECORDS AFTER SEVERAL 
R E Q U E S T S  AND F A X E S .  INMATE D I D  NOT S E E  DR.  KENNEDY AT MED 
CALL A S  SCHEDULED AS HE WAS I N  COURT MOST O F  T H E  DAY. HE 
HAS B E E N  T A K I N G  INDERAL 4 T I M E S  D A I L Y .  H E  HAS B E E N  DOING 
F A I R L Y  WELL BUT I S  NOT S L E E P I N G  WELL - DR. KENNEDY AWARE 
TEGRETOL T O  B E  STARTED WHEN O B T A I N E D  FROM PHARMACY. 
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These rural towns are depending on the new 
prison for jobs and revenue, despite the negative 
experiences of similar communities. 
The construction of the 1,900-bed prison, Big 
Muddy River Correctional Center in Ina, Illinois has 
brought revenue, but no new jobs, to the town of 
population 455. 
"It realty figures out this way: ThiwMe-tUwn of 
450 people is getting tax money for a town of 2,700. 
And those people in that prison can't vote me out of 
office," says Ina Mayor Andy Hutchens. 
The loss of manufacturing jobs in these towns is 
the primary reason for the desperate vying for the new 
prison. Hoopesville, once a regional hub, has seen 
five of its six canneries close. Its population has been 
declining since 1980. 
"It's sad you have to be bidding for the 
correctional facility to keep your economy going, but 
that seems to be the way things are going," says 
Wenona City Administrator Bill Simmons, who has 
seen the devastating effects of plant closings in his 
community. "The prisons is not going to pick up and 
leave town 10 years from now." 
Says who? 
--Chicago Tribune, 3/20/01 
detail Illinois' sorry record on death penalty 
convictions. By ~ a i c h  1998, it read, nine  former 
death row prisoners had proven their innocence. 
Now, another condemned man, Anthony Porter, was 
about to overturn his conviction. . . 
Porter's latest (and.. successful) appeal was 
prepared and filed not a by a high-powered lawyer but 
by a group of dedicated college students. .. 
"Innocent people are being sentenced todeath," 
wrote Illinois Supreme Court Justice Moses Harrison, 
until recently a death penalty supporter. "When there 
have been so many mistakes in such a short period of 
time ... the only conclusion I can draw is that the 
system does not work as the Constitution requires it 
to." 
Harrison wasn't the only one worried. The 
state's pro-death-penalty governor, George Ryan, 
declared a moratorium on executions a year ago after 
learning that botched defenses had led to 13 wrongful 
I convictions of Illinois' death row prisoners. The Illinois Supreme Court hasn't set any execution dates 
since. 
The court, with Harrison as its chief, has issued 
new rules which aim to ensure capital defendants get 
a fair deal. Under the new rules, indigent defendants 
must have' at least two defense lawyers. Lead 
attorneys must have at least five years of court 
experience and eight felony jury trials including two 
murder trials to their credit. Assis t attorneys must 
have at least three years' experie ce including five 
felony jury trials. 
P I " 
~llinois' reforms come at a time of increased 
national scrutiny of the death penalty machinery. 
DNA test results have recently freed 10 death row 
prisoners and 80 other convicts from across' the 
nation. 
Former FBI Director William ~ e s s i o n ~ c i t i g ~ a  
dozen years of the bureau's statistics showing that 26 
percent of all rape ahd homicide suspects are'cleared 
through DNA testing. 'I edect  in death penalty 
cases you'll be likely to find a similar result," 
Sessions said. 
-US. News and World Report 
Prisoner Continues ~ u n ~ e r  strike. b 
Protesting a denial of his right of access to 
courts, a lack of legal representation on. his appeals, 
and inadequate medical care for heiatitis C and 
tumors on his body, Anthony Sandlin, an Indiana . . .,., . . 
3 . .. prisoner, continued his hunger strike. .. 
After seven' weeks of drinking liquids but not 
eating, Sandlin's weight has dropped 60 pounds. He 
has been transferred to a medical unit, a prison. 
spokesman said. At the start of his fast, Sandlin 
weighed 277 pounds; . , .  
Health care workers continue to monitor 
Sandlin's condition. 
-McAllen (TX) Monitor 
KANSAS :, . 
Mayor Has Sex with Convicts 
John Pfannstiel has dropped out of the race for 
mayor of Basehor. He was recently convicted of 
having sexual relations with prisoners at the 
Leavenworth facility where he worked as a prison 
guard. 
Earlier this year, a jury convicted Pfannstiel of 
three counts of having sex with prisoners. He 
announced plans to seek a new trial and remained in 
Southland Prison News 
Denney now faces trial for the July 1998 
stabbing death of Corey Parker who worked at a 
tavern in Atlantic Beach. DNA tests showed that 
Denney's saliva came from the same source as hair 
and blood samples found in Parker's apartment. 
Denney and Parker had been neighbors in 
Jacksonville Beach when the 25-year-old woman was 
fatally stabbed 84 times, prosecutors said. 
-Florida Times-Union; Longview (TX) News- 
Journal. 
GEORGIA 
Indigent Defense Budget Cut 
At about the same time a Georgia state 
commission was considering how to improve legal 
defense for the poor, state legislators were slashing 
the program's funding request for next year. 
"We got gutted," said Michael Shapiro, 
Executive Director of the Georgia Indigent Defense 
Commission. "This is a shame." 
In a report released early this year, the Southern 
Center for Human Rights strongly criticized the 
quality of Georgia's indigent defense. It said some, 
public defenders do little more than enter guilty pleas . . 
for their clients on the first day they meet them in ' 
. .. court. , . .,. . 
"The initial amount [of . fundiig] that .- was 
requested was woefully short of what's needed," said 
Stephen Bright, the center's director. "Georgia is so 
far behind in providing competent legal 
representation to poor people accused of crimes that it 
needs to make giant strides to catch up. This is a step - 
backward." 
Robert Spangenberg, a consultant, pointed out 
that Georgia 'ranis second-to-last among southern 
states in per capita spending on indigent defense. 
-Atlanta Journal-Constitution, 311 8/01 
ruled that Paradis was the victim of prosecutorial 
misconduct and should receive a new trial or be set 
free. 
Paradis, now 52, was no angel. As a fonner 
member of the Gypsy Jokers motorcycle gang, he 
admitted to helping friends hide the body of Kimberly 
Anne Palmer, then 19, of Spokane, Washington. 
Paradis steadfastly maintained that in 1980, Palmer 
was killed in his Spokane home by some fellow 
bikers while he was out trying to steal a motorcycle. 
The woman's body was later dumped near Post Falls, 
Idaho, about 20 miles east of Spokane. 
Idaho prosecutors who worked with forensic 
evidence from now-discredited Oregon Medical 
Examiner Dr. William Brady erroneously concluded 
that Palmer was killed in Idaho thus giving them 
jurisdiction to charge Paradis. 
At his 1981 trial, Paradis was represented by an 
inexperienced lawyer, William Brown, a former New 
York City police officer. Brown, who entered law 
school after retiring from the police force, had been 
practicing only six months and had tried only one 
case before representing Paradis. In addition, Brown 
was a reserve officer in the Coeur D'Alene Police 
Department and may have known some of the . 
sheriffs deputies who were involved in prosecuting 
Paradis. Brown has since died. ? 
Brady, the medical examiner, made contradictory 
comments about Palmer's death. In -1985, he w e ,  
fired after being accused of perfbrming private 
autopsies for a fee and selling tissue from corpses. .. , -., 
Paradis' road to freedom was marked by' 
numerous appeals, the confession of an associate, the,., 
efforts of Boise attorney William Mauk, and the 
tireless work o f a  corporate lawyer from New York,. 
Edwin Matthews. Workmg for 15 years without pay, : 
the pair first got Paradis' death sentence commuted to 
life in prison 1996, then won his release. . . 
-AP Reports; Atlanta Journal-Constitution, 5/22/01 , .  . 
 a an Freed After 21 Years 
Atter 21 years in an Idaho prison-14 years on 
death row-Donald Paradis, weak-kneed and red- 
I 
I 
eyed, walked out of the Kootenai County Courthouse 
last month a free man. 
In 1982, Paradis was scheduled to be hanged. In 
I 1986, he was set to be executed by a firing squad. In 
I 
1995, he was to be executed by lethal injection. In 
2001, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit 
ILLINOIS 
Southland Prison News 
Rural Towns Bid for Prisons 
Hoopeston, Wenona and Grayville are the final 
contestants in the competition for Illinois' next big 
prison construction project. 
The state's plans for a maximum-security prison 
with 1,600 beds and a 200-inmate minimum-security 
work camp will require hundreds of temporary 
construction jobs and 750 permanent jobs. 
4 3 4  
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TRANSCRIPT ON A P P E W  
r Page 2027 
I the elderly peo le He always had a close relationshi 
2 with my an&t~er and my aunts. And that affectejme 
3 because f?oopked u? on,that And animals, He alwa s 
4 had a way wi anuna s, with my pet, the dogs, the fami& 
s dogs and that. Children. Alwa s seemed to want to take J 6 time to stop and play with chi1 en, to spend time with 
7 them. Always wanted to help out. Thought that, you 
8 know, always taught me let's give a he1 mg hand, whether 
9 it was a stranger or whether it was famiiY. I t  didn't 
10 matter. He always had, -- if he bad a friend that knew 
1 1 somwne that was movin Oh, do you need any help? He 
12 would o and help out. tiways lending a hand. Never 
13 wantecknything m return. I know I reiterate that. It 
14 alwa s meant a lot to me, because I don't find too many 
1.5 like that. He always looked at people for who 
1 6  they were. He always respected the honesty and 
17 integsi 
18 yihink Gerry and I are still close to this 
19 day because you know, we do have a lot of &fferent 
20 interests. d e  have a lot of the same interests. But he 
21 always respects me. Even if we don't agree on a subject, 
22 he always re ects me for that, and I respect him, and he 
23 also respectea) wple that were honest and had 
24 integrity. ~ n z t h a t  always means a lot to me. And I 
25 place a p t  value on that. 
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I I always remember Gerry as bein very loving, 
2 kind, patient, gentle with me and my cd@.  My son 
3 Tyler -- Ge left ~n 1994. M son was just born in 
4 A ril ~e in the summer. $ler walks around 
5 &mg to ople about Gerry as !f he has known Geny 
6 forever. $tells people how he is a capenter and how 
7 he can't wait to talk to him again. He acts like he 
8 knows h q  because the letters that G e q  sends. He is 
9 always gu~d~ng them, tellm them what is unportant m 
lo life. He sham important &ngs that hap ened in his 
$1 life with the boys and the boys share w i g  him. Gerry is 
12 always ready to listen on the telephone. And my boys 
13 feel a very close bond to him. 
14 MR. ADAMS: Thank YOU. 
15 THE COURT: DO ou wish to inquire, Counsel? J 16 MR. DOUGLAS: o question, your Honor. 
17 THE WITNESS: Do I get to have a clos~ng 
18 statement? 
19 MR ADAMS: Sure, go ahead. 
20 THE COURT: I am not through with the 
21 witness. 
22 THE WITNESS: Oh, all light. 
23 THE COURT: I am satisfied that at trial 
24 of this matter there was uncontroverted evidence that 
25 Geny, your brother, the defendant, had a sign on his 
Page 2029 
I door no ueers, nigers or Jews. Would that be out of 9, z character. 
3 THE WITNESS: Yes, it is. 
4 THE COURT: Has he ever made any racial or 
5 ethnic or religious statements dero a t q  to black 
6 pwple, gay people or Jewish wpk? 
7 THE y ' i - 4 ~ ~ ~ :  He had friends that were 
8 African-Amencan, that were Spanish d m t .  It's out of 
9 character. 
10 THE COURT: Okay. Whp was the last time you 
I 1 saw your brother pnor to the tnal? 
12 THE WITNESS: I saw him in M land. 3 13 THE WRT: In what year was at, roughly? 
14 Take your tune, please. 
15 THE WITNESS: He left ,in j94, it was between 
16 '94 and '98, because I saw hun m '97. So, it was 
17 before he was transferred to Kpotenai Coun x . .  18 TI% COURT: ,YOU saw hun then when e was in 
19 the federal penttentt ? 
20 THE m a s % a t  is correct. 
21 THE COURT: Was that the only time you saw him 
22 between '94 and the tnal in t h ~ s  matter? 
23 THE WITNESS: Ph sically, mth theexception 
24 of pictures, yes. ~ u t  ?n L s  resence that is the last 
25 time I had seen him smce '9% and here. 
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1 THE COURT: Were ou aware of the rather 
2 lengthy criminal record orcharges filed ainst our 
3 b r o t h  and prosecuted between 1977 an? say, i(993. 
4 THE WITNESS: Yes, I am fully aware of them. 
5 THE COURT: Thank you. Are there any 
6 questions in llght of mne? 
7 MR. DOUGLAS:, 1 have a couple, your Honor. 
8 THE COURT: DO YOU Want to go rust? 
9 MR. ADAMS: NO. 
10 THE COURT: Go ahead. It is your turn then 
1 1  CROSS-EWATION 
12 BY MR. DOUGLAS: 
13 Q. ?is is in relation,to the Judge's question to 
14 ou Did you ever rnquue about your bmther's tat00 on 
15 &s ieft hand which has a swastika on it, the 
16 significance of that in,light of the Judge,'s question to 
17 you, with regard to nunonties and the sign on his door 
18 which was brought out at trial? 
19 A. From what I understand what m brother has 
zo told me that the swastika also has anotier meaning. It 
21 is not -- it,doesn't 'ust mean what people think it means 
22 about Jewish peopk. Exactly what the exact,explanation 
23 was,I cannot tell ou, because he had given i t  to me and 
24 it made sense, and; left it through that. I left it at 
25 that. 
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1 THE COURT: YOU can't remember what he said 
2 when you inquired as to this symbol? 
3 THE WTNESS: I can't remember exactly what he 
4 .had said. I remember him sayin that it doesn't just 
5 mean about killing, you know, ? ewish people or whatever, 
6 ou know wlth the war. And I recall hun telling me. No, 
7 lcannot remember today what it was. 
8 THE COURT: Conknue Counsel. 
9 Q. BY MR. DOUGLAS:  id your brother e v q  share 
lo with you the reason why he came out here to live ~n 
I I Kootenai County, Idaho? 
12 A. I &now he has always been -- always interested 
13 in traveling to Alaska -- 
14 THE COURT: Ma'am, did he ever tell YOU why he 
15 came out? 
16 THE W m S :  Yes. He -- that's what I am 
17 saying. 
I8 n i E  COURT: What did he tell you? 
19 THE WITNESS: He told me that he always wanted 
20 to travel nut this way, to Alaska, and then he came down 
21 through the states, and he liked it here. That's what he 
22 told me. He liked the country. 
23 MR DOUGLAS: Thank you, ma'am. 
24 THE WITNESS: You are welcome. 
25 THE COURT: Anything further, any additional 
Page 2032 
I questions in light of mine and counsels'? 
2 MR ADAM% There weren't specificall related 
3 to that, your Honor But there was, I think h i e  (sic$ 
4 had msunderstood my last uestion to her. I had to1 
5 her she would be able to ma%e a summation statement to 
6 you and -- 
-7  THE COURT; If YOU wouid like to have her do 
8 that, that's fine with me. 
9 MR. ADAMS: Thank you. 
10 THE COURT: 1m11 give you another 
1 1  opportun~ty. 
12 THE WITNESS: ,Yes. Am going to wrap it up. I 
13 understand everyone is tmd. 
14 THE COURT: NO. YOU take the time you deem 
15 necessq. It is important to everyone. 
16 THE WITNESS: Yes,, it is important to me. I am 
17 asking ou to please consider everything I have said, to 
18 please kk into your heart and please glve Gerry a 
19 paroleable sentence. I feel as though he would be a 
20 productive member to society. I want my children to have 
21 the m e  opportunity that I had growing up to be able to 
22 experience e v m n g  that he has given to me. I mean 
23 that from the bottom of my heart. 
24 What Gerry has taught me cannot be taught in a 
2s classroom. It cannot be taught in a seminar. The only 
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I wa my boys, can learn what I leafned from him is by ' 
2 wa&mg by h s  side and expenennng ltfe togelher. 
3 Thank you. 
4 THE COURT: Thank you, ma'am. You may step 
5 down. And you have heard me say to others who step 
6 you are free to stay or leave as you see fit. 
7 MR. ADAMS: Your Honor, we have,two more 
8 witnesses but they won't be available untrl tomorrow 
9 morning. 
10 THE COURT: Iguess that means I ge! an early 
11 break, and you all do. Is there anythng elther party 
12 wishes to bring to my attqtlon before we recess? 
13 MR. HAZEL: Judge, J U S ~  to @v? nOUCe both to 
14 you and counsel, I have asked the ba~llff who 1s m 
1s charge of the evidence to bring up the photos that were 
16 adnntted at trial in this case. 
17 THE COURT: Anyth~n Mr Gresback? 
18 MR.-- NO kd& . 
19 THE COURT ~ l l  ndt. urt w l l  be in 
20 recess until -- what time w l l  your people be here, 
down 
~ ~ 
21 Mr. Adams? 
22 MR. ADAMS: 1 am meeting them at 7 a.m. to 
23 talk to them. So nine would be fine, your Honor. 
24 THE COURT: 9:00.9:30, what's your choice? 
25 MR. ADAMS: 9:30. 
Page 2034 
1 THE COURT: 9:30, all right. Court is in 
z recess until 9:30. Thank YOU. 
3 Recess at 4:03 .m until 9:30 a.m. 
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I THE WITNESS: i'm sorry if I didn't answer the 
2 questions. 
3 THE COURT: All we ask is that you answer the 
4 questions to the best of your recollecaon. And I'm 
s satisfie you have done that. So, you've told us all you 
6 feel 1s important to the dls osition of t h s  case. Is 
7 there any redirect of Mr. Bparcella? 
8 MR. ADAMS: I think we can cover it in other 
s witnesses, so, no, thank you, your Honor. 
10 THE COURT: That betng the p,se, Mr. Barcella, 
1 1  thank you for being here. I know lt IS not a leasant 2 12 experience for you. You may step down, an you are free 
13 to stay or leave as you see fit. And I have a feeling 
14 YOU are probably goin to want to stay here. 
15 THE WITNESS: &ell, okay. Thank you, your 
16 Honor. 
17 MR. ADAMS: May we have a short recess, your 
18 Honor? 
19 THE COURT: Yes. We will he in recessuntil 
20 three o'clock. 
21 (Recess at 2:45 p.m.) 
22 THE COURT: Thank you. Once again be seated, 
23 please. Court is ain in session in the matter of State 
24 versus Barwlla. %e record wdl reflect the defendant, 
25 his counsel, and one of the state's attorneys are 
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1 present. 
2 MR. HAZEL: Mr. Douglas is over in our office. 
3 I can certainly take over unt11 he gep here. 
4 MR. ADAMS: YOU want to Walt for him? 
5 THE COURT: I have no problem. I think 
6 everybody would like to recess a little longer and we 
7 will sit and relax. So we are not in session at this 
s time. I would wait for Mr. Douglis's gmnd return. 
9 (Recess) 
10 THE COURT: Court is again in session the 
I I matter of State versus Barcella. The record WU 
12 reflect, Mr. Barcella, $e defendant, is present here in 
13 Corn at this time, as IS both of his counsel, Mr. Adams 
14 and Mr. Gresback. R resenting the state and present 
15 Mr. Douglas and MI. 8azel. The defendant may call his 
16 next witness. Counsel. 
17 MR. ADAMS: Thank you, your Honor. I call 
18 Iari St. Jane. 
19 THE COURT: I think ou have seen the ritual r 20 how we o through this. I you would m,e up to the 
21 witness &air, remain standing, mse  your fight hand, be 
22 sworn and then be seated. 
23 L L O W  ST. IARRE 
24 called as a witness at the request of the 
25 Defendant, being f i s t  duly sworn, was 
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I examined and testified as follows: 
2 THE COURT: Please be seated. 
3 THE WITNESS: Thank YOU. 
4 THE COURT: For the record, would you tell us 
.- 
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I sape street as I grew up: 1. am ,m,arried. I have two 
2 chldren. I am a Eucharisttc nunister. I am a Catholic 
3 school teacher. I teach nuddie school math and remedlal 
4 math. I have been at the school for four years. I ,am 
5 well known in my church and in the school and ~n the 
6 community. 
7 THE COURT: MS. St. Jkre. I am sony. We 
8 have met before. 
9 THE m e s s :  Yes, we have. 
10 THE COURT: NOW it comes to me. Thank you. 
1 1  THE WITNESS: YOU are welcome. 
12 Q. BY MR. ADAMS: How long have you been married? 
13 A. It will be t q  years in Janu 
14 Q. If ou said ~ t ,  I apologtze. V ~ u l d  you tell 
15 us how o b  your chtldren are? 
16 A. Certainly. My oldest son is eight years old 
17 and m p g e s t  is four, 
18 Q. ow are you ualtfied to be a school teacher? 
19 A. I am certtfied9for elementary ed K through 
20 ei t I am certified,through the state of Connecticut. 
21 I ave my teachmg jicense. 1,also hold a master's P.
22 degree tn mathematics education. And those are my 
23 qualifications as a school teacher. 
24 Q. From what institution did you receive your 
25 master's? 
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1 A. CentraI Connecticut State University. And 
2 that's where I also received my undergraduate. I 
3 graduated with m master's programs with honors and was 
4 rec~ ized with tKe -- I was the sole recipient of an 
5 aca&c achievement ayard. 
6 Q. From that 
7 A. Frpm the math.dirffit at ccsu, Central , 
8 Connecticut State Universi 
9 g. would you tell  is &nor, piease, what 
lo quahfies you to be a Eucharistic d s t e r ?  
i I A. Yes. You have to be an active member of the 
12 parish. You have to demonstrate that you are faithful in 
13 the Catholic rewon. You need -- let me back track. . 
14 YOU need to be a participating -- an active parishioner. 
1s You need to show that you are upholdmg, you know, of 
16 good character. You need to set good exam les You need 
17 to show that you are active in your faith. &ey' 0 
is through,qipy s W? are expected to upho!% ?any 
19 responsibtliti~s m &i ansh And I w q  comssioned 
20 by the arch bishop m &e ~ a k a r d  archhocese. 
21 THE COURT: Thank you. 
22 THE ~ E S S :  YOU are welcome. 
23. Q: BY MR. ADA??!% Tkpllk YOU. I'm SO 
24 'urnping around a httle bit. Can you tfl us"i;h:g you 
25 have been a teacher and what your duttes are as a 
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I teacher? 
2 A. Yes, I have been a teacher at St. Paul 
5 your f i s t  and last name? 
6 A. Yes, .Lon L-0-R-I-A-N-N, one word, Marie, St. 
7 Jarre, S-T, penod, J-A-R-R-E. 
8 THE COURT: And your f i s t  name ain? 
9 THE WITNESS: Loriann, L-0-R-I-A%-N. One 
lo word. Evetyone calls me Lon. 
1 1  THE COURT: Tha* YOU. 
12 Counsel, you may inquie 
13 DIRECT EXAMINAPON 13 
14 BY MR. WAMS: 
15 Q. Wtth your permission then, 1'11 call you 
16 Lon. 
17 A. Thank you. 
18 Q. You are Geny's sister? 
19 A. That is correct. 
20 Q. And I believe you are seven years younger than 
21 Gerry? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Can ou tell us somethin about yourself, d! 24 where ou lve, your family an occu ation, please? 24 Q. YOU were present when your dad testified? 
25 A. Ges, I reside in Kensington. d i v e  on the 25 A. That is correct. 
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I Q. Let's talk about that a little bit. 
2 A. Okay. 
3 Q. I know it is tougher for you to sit up here 
4 and talk to His Honor and than it was to relate things to 
s me in private. So let me slow you down a little bit., 
6 His Honor really needs to hear about your Geny's ltfe 
7 was llke at home. Would you consider your father to have 
8 been emottonally abusive to Gerry? 
9 A. Yes. We need to backtrack -- or I need to 
lo backtrack, !would say, from the table situation, because 
1 1  that was a llttle bit later on. When Gerry was a youn 
12 child a lot what would happen is my father -- my fatfer 
13 was uite verbally abusive to him. He would actually 
14 liter3ly take him to the local orphanage. We had an 
15 orphanage ?n the next t o y  over ?n New Bntarn. And if 
was just doing children thmgs ou know, :; 3 Z c f  -- I,can1t evtt, say the wprd,Yittle th*a s 'f 18 children get tnto, nothmg outlandtsh. He woul take 
19 Gerry in the car, drive hun to orphanqe, and literal1 X 20 try pulltng hun out of the car and telling Gerry that e 
22 this orphanage -- 
21 was going to leave him there and he would have to stay at 
23 THE COURT: Excuse me. Were you there when 
24 these events occurred? 
25 THE WITNESS: NO. That particular event 1 did 
Page 2004 
t not witness. It is well-known in the famil It has been 
2 talked about with my mother, with my fa&, and with 
3 both of my brothers. 
4 THE COURT: HOW old was your brother then, 
s your brother Gerry? 
6 Excuse me, Counsel. I am tng to get as much 9' 7 infonnahon as I can that would be elpful to me. 
8 THE VS: Yes. I would say he had to be, 
9 ou know, thud or fourth grade, so you would want to say 
l o  or 9 ears old, approximately. 
1 1  h e r e  were other -- 1'11 slow down. 
I2 THE COURT: When did you graduate from high 
13 school? 
14 THEWITKISS: 1984. 
15 THE COURT: So that was seven years after your 
16 brother? 
17 THE m s s :  That's correct. 
18 THE COURT: Okay, thank you. You have 
19 answered my uestion and I apprectate it. 
20 Counse? 
21 BY MR ADAM% HOW is it that you are 
22 cosortable thinking that e s e  eveqts b e t w p  your 
23 father and Geny transpired if ou dtdn't wlmess them? 
24 A. Well the -OR why I &1~,1nfortable wtth, 
25 you know, believing this &formahon is because I had 
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i wi,tnessed other types of verbal .and physical abuse 
2 between -- that my father tnstilled upon Gerry. For 
3 example -- 
4 Q. Let me back up about the orphanage stuff. Is 
5 that somethmg that your father has acknowledged? 
6 A,, Oh, m father has acknowledged ti$s to me. He 
7 has bscnssdit with me on several occasions. And I 
8 y s s  he doesn't think $ere is an g wrong with it. P 9 thmk it ts the most fnghtenlng n to do to a 
l o  child. I would never do $at my cbld. 
I I Q. Tell us about other incidents that I :: intemgted., 
A. kay Other incidences were things like he 
14 would sa seriously to Geny your teeth are no good 
15 because ?can take mne  out and you can't take yours out. 
16 It may sound kind of stlly to you and me as an adult, but 
17 when ou tellin a child ou are constantly telling your 
18 child &ngs sucf as thisgat you are no ood because 
19 you pn ' t  t;?ce,your teethout and I can, &at is very 
20 abusive. It is instances like that. 
21 We would be, you know, sitting --xou know, 
22 talking sham important events to my fa er, and my 
23 father would %e .Stting there and he wonld angwer back to 
24 US about somethmg that we weren't even tahng about. 
25 He would never listen. He never heard us. Never 
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I displayed any aftection towards us far,as hugs or 
2 expressin to us that he loves us thngs llke that. You 
3 know. I &ow that my brothers have asked, you know, do 
4 ou love me? And my father he'd say 1. am not that way. 
5 !don't dis lay affection and move on . So, none of us 
6 have ever {eard that. And as a young child that is just 
7 devastating. 
8 Q. You are telling us that you never heard your 
s father tell Gerry that he loved hun? 
lo A. Never. 
I I Q. How about hugs or touching? 
12 A. Never. You were not allowed to touch him. 
13 As an adult I have touched him a few times, but that is 
14 just -- my brothers no, ou don,'t do that. 
15 Q. How about +e reghonsbp b$ween Gerry and 
16 your mom, what hnd of a mother dtd you f o b  have? 
17 A. Mom, you know, Mom, she did do a lot for (j,rry 
18 and for us, altho ou know, there were some thtngs 
19 that m mom wo o also that were abusive. For %$ 
20 example, if we misbehaved, and nothin outlandish, just 
Uf 21 T a r  children misbehaviors, she wo d pick up the 
22 te ephone and stat  dtalmg it and N l n g  us she was 
23 calltng the police and they were go!ng to come and take 
2 4  US away because we weren't behaving. And we would scream 
zs and tsy to hang up the telephone. We were scared. And 
P e 2007 
1 then she would say okay, now ou behave. And then%e 
2 would hang up the telephone. &at's scary. 
3 Q. F a t  hnd  of feeling did you have when you 
4 were a h d  that your mom was Me? 
5 A. Oh,I--I--1amtryrngtofitldan 
6 appropnate word. 
7 Q. Did you feel like you had a loving 
8 mother? 
9 A. Not when I was youo When I was youn I 
lo thought she *as so mean. $e -- I was so afiaitto spill 
11 a glass of +lk, because I dtdn't know. what would,happen 
12 to us. And tt was I just -- I remember to t h ~ s  
13 day, I rememba &T&l to be about 7 or 8 years old 
14 and I spilled a glass of milk on the table, and I was 
15 literally pemed because I spilled a glass of milk. 
16 So, it was s I thought they were mean. 
17 We w%d ;dg to church sundays, and 1 
18 remember comm ome and havm to h e  u And we would 
19 get hit for the to d us we were ba! in churci 7 
20 Q. Th? cddren had to stand in line to take 
21 their beahngs? 
22 A. Yes. And I remember -- 
23 YE COURT: b t ' s  define the word "beatings!' 
24 HOW senous? 
25 THE WITNESS: Well, we would get spanked. 
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I THE COURT: With a hand? 
2 T~IE ~ I S S :  Yes. 
3 THE COURT: On the bottom. 
4 THE WITNESS: Yes. Hard. And I recall 
5 standing there and saying well, we didn't do anything 
6 wrong; we were really good today. So, there was 
7 instances such as that. 
8 Q. BY MR. ADAM: DO YOU remember the sty 7 
9 a. I do. I remember that belt. I don't -- can f' 
to recall if it was used on me. And some reason I remember 
1 1  it yas used on Gerry and possibl Billy. And I remember 
rz seeing that strap, and I was afruJof it. 
13 Q. WpuId you, as a p p t  and a schpol teacher, 
14 charactenze that as a beahng or a spankmg? 
15 A. Oh, I think that is very abusive. I would 
16 characterize that -- I can't tbmk of the correct word 
17 but, yes, I would say that is a beating. You don't do 
18 that to a child or to an adult, for that matter. 
19 Q. Now, I am not trying to put words in your 
20 mouth, q d  there is nO.JW here. So you ignore me and 
21 talk to HIS Honor. Is it fau to say that your arents 
22 were emotionally and physically abusive to &? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 THE COURT: HOW about to William? 
25 Excuse me, Counsel. I want to get as broad a 
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I presentence investigation report. 
2 MR. ADAMS: Your Honor, in our Sentencing , 
3 Memorandum, heginnin at age 7 are where corrections and 
4 objections to the PSI on h. %arcella's behalf are. 
5 THE COURT: Page 7? 
6 MR. ADAMS: Yes, sir. 
7 THE COURT: I have it before me. 
8 MR. ~ A M S :  I don't think, the corrections we 
9 need to argue about. Those are just the corrections. 
lo But the ob ections, I believe the fust one is at 
1 1  It refers to page 3 of the PSI. 
12 THE COURT: I'm sorry, aragraph D on p e 7? 
13 MR. ADAMS: yes, your%onor. ~aragra i% if 
14 our memorandum, on page 7 of our memoranlum. 
1s THE COURT: oh Thank you. 
16 MR. ADAMs: ~n(?&at refers to page 3 of the 
17 PSI, under the heading Official Version. On the 1,2, 3, 
18 4th line down begins, mds ,  "Mr. Barcella,; comma, 
19 "ap arently enr ed that Mr. Smith was evictin# him from "W 30 his $05 Indiana partment (NO. I I),* comma, struck MI, 
31 Smth about the head," et cetera. 
32 We object to thepresentence invest1 ator's 
e 3  13 paren*@cal v e n t  apparently enrag that Mr. Smith 
34 was evichng hm from hts apartment," we ob'ect to that. d !5 That is unfounded. That is speculation. An we ask the 
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I Court to strike that and not wnsider that. 
2 ?IIE COURT: Just a moment, please. Let me get 
3 my copy of the PSI. That is what p e, Counsel? 
4 MR. ADAMS: In the PSI, 
s page 3. Under the hea&ng 
6 THE COURT: I have it. 
7 MR ADAMS: About four lines down there the 
s sentence starts wtth "Mr. Barcella." 
9 THE COURT: "AP arentl enraged," okay. Fine. 
10 MR ADAM% A"$ th?t dbes not -port wtth any 
II evidence adduced at trial either, so we ask that that 
12 speculation by the probation officer be struck. 
13 THE COURT: Is,that thy: entire sentence that 
14 YOU wish stnckq whtch b u n s  "Mr.,BarceUa, 
15 apparently", etcetera, and ends up with "Pulaski"? Or 
16 is lt just a portion of that sentence? 
17 MR. ADAMS: It's the clause there, our Honor, 
18 the c l v ,  thatreads "a parentl mmgdthat ~ r .  smith 
19 was evictin hm fromgs 205lndiana ~partment 
zo @o. 1 I)," &at is the c l a y  we ask be struck, because 
!I a is unsup orted by the evidence and unsupported by the 
!2 verdict anBpretty much speculation by the probation 
!3 officer. 
!4 THE COURT: Any objection C o u n ~ l ,  that that 
!s be stricken? It seems to me that is an op~nion or 
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1 official file here before me now. Let me find that. 
2 I have the onginal of the Sentencin 
3 Memorandum before me, and that will beaelpful. 
4 MR. ADAMS: Yes, sir. 
5 THE COURT: All n t Page 
6 MR. AD&% 7, an paragraph G Our objection P. . . 
7 that we have listed there refers to pages 9 and 10 of the 
8 PSI, under the Prior Record comments. After the 
9 introductory sentence, then on p e 9, we have a long 
lo aragraph continuing over,thro$ page 10, refemng to 
I I Eearsa statements and o inions attributed to someone 
12 name(?J.my Skinner. V?e have laid out our w e n t 8  in 
13 our memorandum of why we believe that portion of the PSI 
14 should be shuck and not considered b the Court. 
1s THE COURT: YOU are makin reTerence then to 
16 pages 9 -- those portions of pages f,and 10 of the 
17 presentence investigation report whch are under the 
18 title Prior Record comments, correct? 
19 MR. ADAMS: Yes, your Honor, other than that 
20 f is t  sentence. 
21 THE COURT: Just the fust sentence? 
22 MR. ADAMS: We don't object to the rust 
23 sentence. The fust sentence refers to the pnor dates 
24 listed above. But then after the first sentence 
25 beginning with the sentence "Contact was made with 
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I inspector Lany,Skinner," et cetcra, from there over to 
2 page 10, includmg the last sentence on that paragraph on 
3 page 10 that reads "He .didn't have to say a n n g ,  ' all 
4 that information we object to. We feel that at would 
5 violate Mr. Barcella's rights under the Sth, 6th, 8th and 
6 14th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution articularly in 
7 a sentencing hearing wherein the state has 8 e d  for a 
8 death sentence. Mr. Barcella is entitled to the 
9 effective assistance of wunsel and due process, and he 
lo is entitled to have information placed before the Court 
11 wh.(ch complies wi$ the 8th Amendment's rohibition 
12 ypns t  a.frealushly,mposed sentence, basJupon 
13 informahon whlch is either not confronted or not 
14 otherwise shown to be reliable enough to do away with 
15 his 6th and 14th Amendment Aghts to confrontation and 
16 reliability. 
17 Here t h p  is nothing su orting the 
18 allegations attributed to ~a r r~%nner ,  absolutely 
19 nothing. We have no olice reports. We have no m r d s  
20 of any sort. It is merefy a perm named Sunner who 
21 these statements an: attributed to. There.is ~ust 
22 hombly unconstitutional opinions in here, such as 
23 Mr. Sknner was sure -- is sure that there are victims of 
24 Mr. Barcella's that no one knows about because they are 




2 MR. TL; The state doesn't have any 
3 objection to srslktng.those wo@. Certrunly the 
4 evidence speaks for ~tself at tnal. 
5 . THE COURT: And just so there is no 
6 misunderstandin the phrase with which you wish to be 
7 strick? and to &ch, apparently the state has no 
8 objection reads, and I quote, Mr. bareella, wmma, 
9 apparently enraged that Mr. Smith was evicting him from 
.o hls 205 Indiana apartment, p m ,  No. 11, paren, that's 
. I  the -- 
.2 MR. ADAM~: Yes, sir. 
3 COURT: All right. I've got it. And 
4 there being no objection, that phrase wl l  be stricken 
5 from the PSI. 
6 MR. ADAMS: Thank you, your Honor. Next our 
7 objection under paragraph G, again page 7 of our 
8 memorandum. 
9 THE COURT: All right. Counsel, I am taking 
:o slow notes. 
:I MR. ADAMS: Yes, sir. we are referring now to 
:2 again page 7 of our Sentencing Memorandum, paragraph G, 
:3 the objection listed there. 
---
I 14th Amendment, I have never seen aq *tion in  a-. 
2 capital ~ h q n e  that doesn't. Aqd that is just hombly 
3 unwnstitu~onal to have those k n d  of unconfront@ , 
4 hearsay statements in here with no indicia of ~ l iab ib ty  
5 whatsoever. So, we'd ask that tho? be struck la theu 
6 entmty and that the Court not considered them. Thank 
7 you, Judge. 
8 THE COURT: With respect to the motion to 
9 strike that portion of the PSI referred to on pages 9 and 
lo 10, I'U hear from the state: 
11 MR. HAZEL: J U I  just vxbrief ly.  
12 Obviously, this is a that's wi n the Court's 
13 discretion an obviously, the state is goin to leave it 
14 there. I woul argue that the allegations o~1nspector $ 
1s Skinner set forth m the PSI on page 9 and 10 is 
16 supported by the defendant's c h n a l  m r d  in that 
17 there is a conviction, as re orted by Mr. Skinner, that 
18 arose out of t h ~  facts an c! ,ciqumstances I gnk the 
19 Court can consider it and give it what we@t it deems 
20 appropriate. The state is not oing to be relying 
21 greatly on the report of ~ r .  ~ L n e r  in seekng the 
22 sentence that we will be asking for. 
23 THE COURT: Thank ou Rebutral. 
:4 THE COURT: counsel give me just a moment so I 24 MR. m w s :  your K'ir, I believe the 
:s can get your Sentencing Memorandum. I have got the 25 conviction that Mr. Hazel refers to is listed as the 
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1 WITNESS INDEX 
2 
3 PLIIINTIFP'S WITNESSES: DIRECT CIIDSS-EX 
4 (None) 
5 
6 DEFENDANT'S WITNESSES: 
7 
B I. BARCELWL, a g e l o  1905-5 1985-17 
9 2. CERVTI, Rich&rd 1911-8 1915-23 
10 3. CERUTI. JR., Richard 1928-23 
11 4. HC CARTBY, C~OCI. 1889-13 
2 5 .  NoKEs, Gary 1902-10 1907-19 
13 6. 57. .mnP.E, LoZienn 1993-13 
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1 PROCEEDRJG., SEPTEMBER 28.1998,10:45 A.M. 
2 (Proceedings in open court) 
3 THE COURT: Thank you, once again. Be seated, 
4 please. 
5 Ladies and gentlemen, Court is again in 
6 session in the matter of State of Idaho versus Gerald 
7 Angelo B p l l a .  The record w l l  reflect the defendant 
8 is present m Court at this time, as are his counsel, , 
9 Mr. John Adams and Mr. Tim @%back. And again 
lo re resenting the state are Mr. Wtlliam Douglas and 
1 1  d. Joel Hazel. 
12 We had a brief recess to find us a court 
13 reporter, and you found a good one., Nice to see Ms. 
14 Schaller again. Thank you for shomg up when we needed 
IS YOU. 
16 Counsel,! am hoping we p n  stipu!ate that aU 
17 proceedngs whch commenced tlus morning up to the time 
IS of our recess need not be eated but rather the parties 
19 will rely on the a u d i o t a p e 3 0 ~ g  in the way of 
zo argument nothmg tn the way of evidence was presented in 
21 that opening phase. 
22 So, ma it be stipulated, Counsel for the 
23 defendant and'then for the state, pay it be st~pulated 
24 that each party waives the reporbng of those mattqs 
25 which transpired here in Court prior to our recess to 
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I fmd a court reporter? 
2 MR ADAMS: Ju+e, we will stip!ate,that the 
3 recordin and the clerk s notes come m tn lieu of the 
4 reporterkaving been here this mornin And I do believe 
5 that a Defendant's Exhibits 49 thro& 54, .yhich are 
6 letters on behalf of Mr. BarceUa, were adnutted into 
7 evidence. 
8 (Defendant's Exhibit NOS. 49 through 54 
9 P ~ ~ V I O U S ~ Y  adrmtted) 
10 THE COURT: IS that c0rreCG !@kIYIan? 
1 1 That's my understandm 
12 MR. DOuoLAs: di, your )lonor, so sti dated. 
13 m COURT: YJIU agree wtth the defendkt's 
14 position. All nght. Ftne. 
IS Mr. Haynes, do ou wish to produce any , 
16 testimony or other evtJnce -- let me .scratch ~ s m g  
17 Ha es out I have done that eve time I am m court 
18 wi&ou: 1'm sony about that, &. Adams. 
19 MR. ADAMS: Thank YOU, OW Hopor. I believe 
admt as Defendant's 1 a 
21 thro the courte of 
22 u to% Court and%ere 




1 E X H I B I T S  
2 
3 STATE'S EXHIBIT NO. OFFERED ADMITTED 
4 ~nanel 
5 
6 DEFENDANT'S ex. NO. OFERED ADMITTED 
7 
8 I. 1.ia1 ~ O L ~ ~ O O X  1875-25 1816-14 
9 2. T ~ Z O Q ~ ~  17. Photon 1957-6 1957-13 
10 1 8 ~  h i ~ ~ ~ n  R central conneccisut 
II Trapper's suppi7 pamphlets 1965-9 1965-17 
12 1s. photo ~t o~nsrru~tion job 1978-25 1979-6 
13 2 0 .  Photo Of Cabinet w o T ~  1979-19 1919-23 
16 21. P ~ O C O  ot mansion vorX 1980-11 1980-15 
15 22. WOLO st ~Unberland, MU 1981-15 1981-21 
16 23. P ~ O Z Q  .i Cmeiland, NO 1982-7 1982-11 
17 24. P ~ O T O  .r cmerland, MD 1982-18 1982-22 
18 25. photo oc G ~ Z ~ Y  saroella 1984-1 1984-7 
19 26 Through 4 l  Photos 1017-23 
20 45. photo 1936-7 1936-14 
21 an. Business a r ~ x o r ~  1898-5 1898-10 
22 (19 ~ h ~ ~ ~ g h  54 ~etteis 1875-8 
23 55. Nevspaper clipping 1957-17 1957-23 
24 56. Barcella pvbiication 1969-13 1970-5 
25 51. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i i ~  publicaLiOn 1969-13 1970-6 
25 (Defendant's ~ x h i b i i ~ o .  1 off&) 
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1 THE COURT: Any ob'ection, CoUnsel? 
2 MR DOUGLAS: NO oijection ,Your Honor. 
3 THE COURT: Defendant's Exhbit 1 will be 
4 admitted in evidence, and let's have it marked in 
J evidence at this time. And I can hand it back to you if 
6 needed, %insel. 
7 MR. ADAMS: YOW Honor that is for the 
8 Court. And counsel and I both have a copy, so that,is 
9 the Court's copy. And lnstde on the f ~ s t  page I belleve 
10 is the evidence sticker. 
1 1  YE COURT: The evidence sticker is in there. 
12 And I yall just have t& clerk nght "in ev!dence" on it 
13 now, since there is a stl u!atlon, on thesacker. 
14 (&fendant's ~x%bt t  NO. 1 a b t t e d )  
1.5 MR. ADAMS: Thad( YOU, your Honor. I spoke 
16 with Mr. Douglas about thls that we should erhaps take 
17 up the defendant's objections to the PSI. ~ n 3  once we 
18 have dealt with those, we can enter the evidentiary 
19 portion. 
20 THE COURT:, ie! me get my copy of the 
21 presentence mvestlgatlon 
22 Have you marked 1 in evidence at 
23 this time? 
24 m CLERK: Yes. 
25 WE coUR1: All right. Fine. I have the 
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1 the f i s t  people that I met. When I moved to town he was 
2 one of the f i s t  people that I met. 
3 Q. Where did you move from? 
4 A. From Meriden. 
And when you met Geny what context was that 2 in? %hat  did you do? 
7 A. Well, he was interested in huntin fishin 
8 trapping, and so was I. So we hit it offgke had% own 
9 business. I was interested in that also, how he did it. 
l o  Q. What Qnd of business did he have? 
I 1 A. He had a trap ing business. He sold trappin 
12 supplies by mail or&. He b o y  and sold furs k 
13 wrote two or three books. And e sold most of his mail 
14 order. 
i s  Q. And where did he do this business out ofl 
16 A. Out of his parents' home. 
17 Q. And this is when he was in high school? 
18 A. That's correct. 
19 Q. And you talked, excuse me, about hunting and 
20 fishng. I take it %en dId -- you saw the tllfferent 
21 tlungs he would slup out to customers, that type of 
22 thing, different supplies? 
23 A. Yes I do. 
24 Q. ~ ? d  ou would talk about those? You would be 
25 over to h s  gouse? 
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I A. Yes. I ot to kno,w $is family very well, his 
2 mother and faker and siblings. 
3 Q. Could you describe for $e Judge the 
4 interaction Gerry had with h s  s~blings and his parents? 
s A. Well, the had a normal family life: That was 
6 nothing unusud They were a normal loving f d y .  
7 Can you hear me? 
8 Q. Sure. Did you ever not only talk about 
9 hpQng and,fishing and read about it with and 
to d~scuss it, dId you ever actually do any hunbng and 
11  f i s h  together?. '% 12 A,. es, we did. We went also trapping on 
13 occasion. 
14 Q. For what kind of animal would you trap? 
IS A. Muskrats mostly. 
16 Q. And would you and Geny trap together or would 
17 you each kind of trap your own a r ~  and then compare the 
18 anunals ou harvested. Or how dld that work? 
19 A. d would go in separate areas, generally. 
20 Q. And how was he at getting the muskrats? 
21 A. He was good. He was an expert at it. 
22 Q. HOW long would you have to set the traps ouf, 
23 that type of thm , to w a t  for them? Was it somethmg 
24 YOU would checl! every day? 
2s  A. Yes. 
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I Q. And what would you bait them with? 
2 A. YOU didn't generally. 
3 Q. Oka . Just something that kind of *ap that 
4 they would'walk over? 
5 A. It was usually you set underwater. It 
6 wouldn't be a dan er to any other e of animal. 9 3 In relation8iP to our high sc 001, how far s wo d the trapping area & away? 
s A. A few miles. 
l o  Q. Was there anything else ou trapped for, the 
I 1 s q e  as Gerry, bes~des muskra[ or was that the main 
12 anunal? 
13 A. That was basically it. We used to do a tot of 
14 fishng together there on the Wch. 
The beach of the Atlantic Ocean or the beach :: of a?&,? 
17 A. Long Island Sound, enerally. We would also 
18  o to my wfe's parents !ad a place at a lake. We went 
19 %ere ;*couple of times fishing. 
20 Q. For what would you fish? 
21 A. Whatever we could catch, generally which 
22 wasn't much. 
23 Q. What kind of fish did you catch when you were 
24 successful? 
25 A. Perch and trout and that kind of thing. 
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1 Q. Would you clean the fish and eat them? Were 
2 you camping out? 
3 A. Yeah, we had done that also. 
4 Q. Where would you camp out? 
s A. We camped out on Long Island Sound a couple of 
6 times, and we also camped out on the lake that I just 
7 descnbed. 
s Q. And let's see, you did fishing, trapping. For 
9 what would you hunt? 
l o  A. Small ame, 
11 Q. ~ h - h d ,  like rabbits? 
12 A. Generally, yes. We never hunted for large 
13 game. 
14 Agai? in relationship to the high school, 
1s wo8d tlusj"st be a coup!e of d e s  or -- 
16 A. Yes it would be wthIn the town. 
17 Q. ~ n d  how was Gerry with fuearms, that type of 
IS thing? 
19 A. Good, Proficient. His father,was a olice 
20 officer at one tune, and he trained hun m 8 e  proper 
21 use. 
22 Q. And he was a retty good shot? 
23 A. ~ n o d s j '  , 
24 Q. nd let's see, you s a d  ou were married. 
25 What year did you get mani ed' ? 
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i A. Uhxn, it was '87. 
2 Q. What's your wife's name? 
3 A. Holly. 
4 Q. Holly? 
5 A. Holly. 
6 $1 am showing you whathas been marked 9 
7 Exhl it 45. I was wondering if you could desmbe for 
8 the Ju e what is depicted in that photograph? 
9 *%at is &rry walking down the.as1e.-- 
l o  walking into the restaurant w t h  my W e  and maid of 
11 Honor. Geny was the best man at my weddmg. 
12 THB COURT: Excuse me, this was your wedding? 
13 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
14 THE COURT: And he was the best man, you say? 
IS THE WITNESS: Yes, here. 
16 THE COURT: Thank YOU. 
I7 Q. BY MR. GRESBACK: And that was in 1987? 
1s A. Uh-huh. 
19 Q. Where was the wedding? 
20 A. It was in Meriden. 
21 Q. How far is that from Kensington? 
22 A. Not very far. 
23 Q. And how was Gerry involved the weddin 7 He 
24 was your best man. Did he have anykng to do wig the 
2s stag party put on in your behalf? 
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1 A. Planned the arrangements. I wasn't privy to 
2 that. When I was told he planned the arrangements. 
3 THE COURT: Excuse me. Has 45 been admitted 
4 in evidence yet or offered? 
s MR F B A ~ : .  I haven't offered it yet, 
6 Judge. 1 will at thts tuqe. 
7 (Defendant's E h b i t  No. 45 offered) 
8 THE COURT: Okay. Fme. 
9 Any objection, Counsel? 
10 MR. DOUGLAS: NO. 
11 M E  COURT: Madam clerk, before I folget I 
12 will ask you to mark Defendant's 45 as a&& m 
13 evidence. Thank you. 
14 (Defendant s Exhibit No. 45 admitted) 
1s Q. BY M R  GRESBACK: HOW far were you out of high 
16 school in 1987? 
17 A. Ten years. 
18 Q. Ten years? 
itness nods) fi $1 K d i d  you and Gev, ! tgnk you met when 
21 about the tune you were a junior m h@ school? 
22 A. That's correct. 
23 Q. And then he was the best man in your wedding 
24 ten years later? 
25 A. Uh-huh. 
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1 seen him threaten anyone. I have seen him like -- I can t 
2 remember a particular instance, but, I mean, everyone 
3 loses their temper at times. He is not the most 
4 even-tempered person, byt I have never seen him attack 
s anyone or be fighting with anyone. Although I know, 
6 obviously, he was incarcerated, so for some reason 
7 something happened. 
8 THE COURT: I don't have anything further. 
9 THE WITNESS: He is not the type of erson 
l o  that would start a fight, if I can inteqect. ?think he 
1 1  is more +e type that would defend hmself. And I think, 
12 my own interpretation of the reason +at he has the 
13 ta t~os and thin s is to avoid -- it is land of like a 
14 porcupine. ~ e % a s  the spines and tnes to prevent raper 
i s  than instigate. In other woyds, it's a manner of asswe P 16 self-defense, defense of trying to kffi people -- thtnk, P 17 he has it to portray an image so peop e won't bother wlth 
18 him. Because he is not the type that looks for it. 
19 Whereas, sometimes if you run into a certain type of 
20 person and they see that, they will challenge you. It 
21 doesn't always have the desued effect. He never said 
22 that, hut it's my interpretation. 
23 THE COURT: Fine. Have you any questions in 
24 light of mine? 
25 MR. GRESBACK: NO, Judge. 
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I THE COURT: Counsel. 
2 MR. DOUGLAS: No. 
3 THE COURT: Mr. Ceruti, our second Mr. Cernti 
4 here, may he be excused at this time? 
5 MR. GRESBACK: Yes, Judge. Thank you. 
6 THE COURT: Mr. *ti, we thank you also for 
7 bein here, and you may either stay here or leave as you 
8 w i t .  
9 m w m s :  Thank you, Judge. 
10 m COURT: Counsel. 
1 1  MR ADAMS: Thank you, your Honor. Call 
12 Angelo BarceUa. 
13 THE COURT: Mr. Barcella, if you would come 
14 forward lease Right up to the witness chair, .if you 
15 would, pyease. ' I  guess ou have seen the routine we go f 16 through. If ou would ace the clerk, and she wt11 
17 administer Je oath, and .then be seated right over here. 
18 Take water, lf you need it. 
19 ANGEL0 BARCELLA, 
20 called as a witness at the request of the 
21 Defendant, being fust duly sworn; was 
22 exwned  and testified as follows: 
23 THE COURT: Thank ou Be seated, please. 
24 F O ~  the record, state your &st k d  last names. 
2s  THE WITNESS: Angelo Bareella. 
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1 THE COURT: And Angelo is A-N-G-E-L-O? 
2 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
3 THE COURT: Thank you, sir. 
4 You may inquire. 
5 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
6 BY MR. ADAMS: 
7 Q. Thank ou You have a re good v o i ~  so %% 8 keep that up 6 r  "s. Especially s onor. He is the 
9 important one who has to hear what you sa ? 10 THE COURT: And he is also getting o der, so 
1 1  speak up, if you would, lease, sir. 
12 THE WITNESS: ~ t f r igh t .  
13 Q. BY MR. ADAMS: YOU are Geny's dad, right? 
14 A. Yes, I am. 
1s Q. Tell us a little bit, sir, about y o ~ l f  
16 before we get into your son. Tell us a httle bit about 
17 you. 
18 k When I was 17 I went into the Marine Corps. I 
19 was a military policeman. I served approximately hvo 
zo years. Hqnorable discharge. Got out of the Marine Corps 
21 and went into the boot army. Served a proxuna$dy 37 $ 22 months. I was a rmlitary policeman an worked m 
23 corrections for about three years. 
24 After that I came back home. I got involved 
25 with my father in the landscaping business, and I worked 
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I at various jobs. Then I ot a job with Connecticut ~!$t 
2 and Power Company, waich is art of Northeast Uttlit~es 
3 in Connecticut. I retirep from & ereafter -- well, 
4 before then I was a police officer for.the town of Berlin 
s 16 years, p c t u n e .  I was also in anunal control 27 
6 years. I retired from Connecticut Light and Power 
7 Company as a maintenance man. And after I was retired -- 
8 I retired in 1991, and I was asked -- I also drove bus in 
9 the meantime part-time. And,the mayor of Berlin asked me 
lo if I would drive the senior citizp~s around, and I sad 
1 1  to hm I a,democrat. I don't thtnk you want me; you are 
12 are repubhcan. And he said,the reason I want you is 
13 because I know our reputation. We sewed on the police 
14 force together. lo ,  anyway, I pn still driving the 
i s  senior citizens bus, going, on eight years. And that 
16 brings up to the present m e .  
17 9. I understand it was after your military 
18 service ou returned to Berlin to live and make your 
19 careers Y 
20 A. Yes. 
21 The,home you live in, is that the same home 
22 yo~?i~ed in when you First came back? TeU us about 
23 your house. 
24 A. WeU I lived in East Berlin which is a part 
25 of Berlin. bast Berlrn and Kensington IS a part of the 
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I town of Berlin. I lived in East Berlin for 30 yeqs. 
2 When I came back from the service I was a proxunately 23 
3 years old. I lived in that house in East ~ e r i n  for 30 
4 years. The? I ot married and I moved to Kensin 
6 was born. 
$" 5 And I was in fensington several years. That's w en Geny 
7 Q. Approximately when was that? What year was 
s that? 
9 A. Well, I got married in 1958. Geny was born 
l o  in 19.59. 
11 Q. And in tha? home ip which you were living when 
12 Gerry was born, !s $at st111 the family home? 
13 A. I am still hvrng there. 
14 Q. Almost 40 years now! 
15 A. Well, it was 40 years m September that I have 
16 been there. 
17 And we know you are married and you have a 
18 fw?y.  M y  don't ou tell ys a little bit about w l p  
19 you ot m m e d  anJYour c ~ d r e n ,  how many, +.hex ages 
20 and kin s m e  that. 
I o&, I have ww thrw cliildren. win ,62, 
22 was the Fust born in :59. h e n  Bill came al 
23, and ~y daughter Lon, which she is Key today% was 
24 born ~n '66. So, tpen Gerry at the age .SIX, I tookhim 
2s out wth.me trapping, huntmg and fistung. And he became 
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I very,,very interested in trap$ing, "gecial!y the 
2 trappm part. And he ask me to uy hun various books 
3 by welfknown trappers throu&out the country. He wan* 
4 to know how to trap various anunals. 
s Q. Before we t into that, I want to know a 
6 little bit more to f% the Judge know about the family 
7 +a! Cleny came from, before we get into Geny 
8 indvidually. We no? that yay wfe, Gerry's mom is not 
s here today. She is sttll ahve, nght? 
lo A. Okay. Her uncle was a former Judge, now 
I I  deceased. He was an attorney a c W  an attorney and 
12 a former JU e She came from New h a i n ,  Connecticut. 
13 And she wor ed for the State of Connecticut for about a %.
14 year, and about a ear after we were married. Then, of 
15 course, she stard+sing a family. And that's as far 
16 as, you know, the ulfe took care of the family after 
17 that. 
18 Q. IS there a reason why Mrs. Barcella was unable 
19 to join us here in Idaho for these pr&n R 
20 A. Yes, she has medical problems. she%= severe 
21 arthritis. And she has other medical roblems, and I 
22 don't think it would be beneficial to Rer health to come 
23 out here. 
24 Those of us that have families and are 
25 gra$d%&wives who will take care of our homes for us, 
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I is that what your wife did, Geny's mom did? Did she 
2 work outside of the home? 
3 A. No, she took care of the home, and she was a 
4 housewife all fhose years. And, of course, she spent a 
5 great deal of tune w~th the boys and my daughter. And, 
6 of course, she helped them with the homework, and the 
7 normal duties that goes along with being a housewife. 
8 Lke I sav. she was a vew, verv good mother to my 
- 
I conventions? 
2 A. Well, he was between the age of 14 and about 
3 22,23 years old. About a penod of ten years, I would 
4 say. 
5 Q. I think we have all been to conventions for 
6 whatever reason. We have s e n  the booths and stuff set 
7 up. Is that the pretty typical setup where ~ndividuals 
s have booths? - .  . - 
9 children.. ' 
to Q. Is it fair to say then that your wife, Gerry's 
I I mom, was pretty much at home when the kids were growing 
12 up? 
13 A. That is correct. 
14 Q. Were there an complications that you recall 
15 with Gerry's care with our wife or durin his 
16 birth? Did eve ng go smoog? Tell us about $at. 
17 A. AS far a s a o w .  I don't recall any. No, I 
18 don't recall an offhand. 
I Q. Okag. i n d  I don't mean to insult you h these 
20 uestions, ut in these kind of case I have to as$ them. 
21 %as your wife,dri,&ing alcohol si ificantly or using any 
e of drugs s~gntficantly when g w a s  pregnant w~th ;; &? 
24 A. NO, my wife did not drink or use drugs. 
25 Q. Do you recall if she had any physical 
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I accidents when she was carrying Geny, fell off a curb or 
2 an+ lke  that? 
3 A. 8ot that I know of. 
4 Q. So as far as ou know of the pregnancy came to 
5 term okay and the {irth was okay? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. You began to te11,us about how when G ~ Y  was 
8 young he got mterested m outdoors s of h n g s  and 
And I interrupted you. ould you go back and 
I: E f T % o u t  that again, please? 
P
I 1 A Okay. When he was around six years old I took 
12 him out to the woods with me arid I taught him how to trap 
13 muskrats and . And then he asked me to urchase 
14 hooks from v@ous knpm tra pers in the ~ n &  States on 
IS how to trap vanous animals. grid, of course, In 
16 Connecticut at that timq if you were able to trap foxes 
17 or mtnk, you were considered a top notch trapper. 
18 Muskrats am relatively to trap. 
19 WeU he caught 3 and he got foxes. I 
zo never ca~&t a fox in my life. But he did on his own 
21 from rea g the books. So as the years went by, he 
22 became for proficient in trappin So then when he 
23 became around 13 years of age, f e  said to me 1 would like 
24 to start a Fpping sup ly business. I said fine you 
2s got the bra~ns. I got t%e money. So we startdone. I 
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30 And the business went don very goad for many, many 
a as the bu$tness ces. 
% 31 years. So, anyhow, that's a out the whole thing, as far 
33 Q. Let me a& you a little bit about the 
!4 conventtons ou travelled to. Can you give us an idea of 
35 Gerrv's ape &ring the time you would travel to the 
9 A. Yes. 
f o And where individuals are walking around and 
I I stuf?? 
12 A. Yeah. The way we set up this,business is the 
13 main way to he successful m a trapping and supply 
14 business, you have to make up lures to trap these 
15 animals, because that's what the trappers are lopking 
16 for. So Geny made up his own lures. He got tnto 
17 lure-making. So we would go to a convent~on. We would 
18 set u a stand. He would set up the lures, and the 
19 eopfe would come and s ~ y  are your lures any goad, 
20 gecause it was a new busmess. And he would say well, we 
21 amntei: them, try t$em. If you don't like them, send 
22 ffem back, and we wtll refund your money. 
23 Q. Were these mainly kids his own age or was he 
24 interacting w~th adults and these wnventlons? 
2s A. He was interacting with people of all ages, 
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I because at a convention you'U get people from 9 to 99 
2 there, and you have men, women and everything there. But 
3 he interacted with eve body, But he, hke 1 sa , I let 
4 him run the business. ?;ecause I felt he form d the 
5 business, and he should be the one that ran it. And he 
6 was --.because he appealed -- a young person wants to 
7 deal mth a young erson The older on, some of them 
s wanted to deal w8 me. BU; a lot of dealt h i p  too,. 
9 because he had more expertise and appeal than I &d. 
l o  Q. I know I have a @k of photographs and 
I I catalogs out there. I believe they are numbed -- well, 
12 the pho phs, let's start with those flrst. The are 
13 numa Defendant's Extubifs 2 t&o@ I? &d if 
14 ou could 'ust go. through those, just bnefly for i s  
15 ikonor, and descnbe what those hotographs dep~ct. 
16 MR. ADAMS: ~ n d  Jqdge P have &owed these 
17 photographs to counsel earher &s momin 
18 PE WITNESS The fust one shows with the 
19 fust mnk he caught. 
20 Do you want to see these your Hoqor? 
21 THE COURT: S.w, mdeed. Now, this is No. 
22 2? Is that what you intended? 
23 MR. ADAMS: I was 'ust going to have him do 2 
24 through 17 and describe them in order and then admt for 
25 the packet and move into evidence, Judge. 
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I went throxf~ fhe regular legal rocedures. And what hs E z &dd he ma e up a catalog and e wntacted the various 
3 trap and supply dealers in the United States made 
4 man ements to buy supplies. And we. ma& the, catalog 
5 up. And, of course, he started advertisin m vanous '5l 6 m azines like Fur, Fish and Game, whic is well-known, 
7 anyalso the tra per's magmne. And that's how the 
8 business s tar td  
9 And in order to promote the bqiness we used 
lo to go to these tmpptng supply conventions.. Each state 
I I has a trapping association to promote t r a p p y  And they 
12 would have a conventum once a year, most o them, and we 
13 would go there to get or name known. And we began to 
14 get retty well known from the tip of Maine all way out 
I S  to dlifornia: 
16 Also, in the meantime, he wanted tq start 
17 huyin raw furs. So we ot a fur buyers lic,ense and we 
18 s d b u y j n g  raw furs. %ut he ran the business 
19 mndlv I s~~ned the checks hut he ran the business. 
. - - 
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I THE COURT: GO ahead. 
2 THE WITNESS: This is No. 3. This is Gerry 
3 with a large snapping turtle. I would say that snapping 
4 turtle was in area the anywhere from 15 to 30 pounds. He 
s got that on this own. I showed him how to trap turtles, 
6 incidental1 
7 ~ndyihis is one of the bi est he ever caught. 
8 MR. ADAMS: That's ~xht%t 55. 
9 THE WITNESS: Oka ,55. 
l o  MR. ADAMS: ~ n d  gatf  s a newspaper clipping 
11 printed in your home town newspa . 
12 THE WITNESS: That's c o r n y  
13 FECOURT: And it appears to be a copy of 3; 
14 is that it, su? 
I5 MR. ADAMS: ~t is, your Honor, but it has the 
16 text. 
17 THE WITNESS: This is -- 
18 THE COURT: No problem. 
19 MR. ADAMS: 55 has the newsuauer text that . . 
120 eoes with Photo No. 3. I 
21 - THE COURT: Thank YOU. 
22 THE WITNESS This 1s No. 4. And this is the 
23 fust fox he caught, mi fox. 
24 THE COURT: Thank YOU, sir. 
25 THE WITNESS: And then after that here is 
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I had fuearms ever since the day I moved into my house, 
2 because I was a police officer. I alwa s carried 
3 firearms. And he never took any of Xem without my 
4 pemssion. 
s Q. How about hunting weapons like shotguns or 
6 rifles, was that part of Gerry's owing u ? 
7 A. Yes I had rifles. I had sfootguns. fhad 
s pistols. I had 30.06 -- well, that's a nfle. I had all 
9 different es of fmarms. 9. lo Q: Wou d !t have been, in your knowledge, unusual 
1 1  for hun to be in possession of a 12-gauge shotgun or a 
12 .22 rifle? 
13 A. NO. Well, when he was 16, of course, he had a 
14 license, if he wanted to use my shotgun to go hunting. 
IS Or I know my andfather bought a gun for h-t one 
I6 time. So I wou% let him use it, because he was licensed 
it. So, he would use it. t78 to ~ O U  told S about the catalogs as Ge 's 
19 business expanded into a mail order. And 18elieve you 
to have in front of you there Defendant's Exhibits 18 A 
21 through K. If you can put those two books aside,for just 
22 a second, and if ou could briefly describe for His Honor 
23 what those q, Exhibits 18 A thro T' ". 24 k 18 A is a catalog of the supp ies that he sold 
2s and went into the different other products that he sold 
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I from other companies that he purchased., Also, on the 
3 five or SLX boxes that my father -- my father was a fox 2 second page he talks about, he shows a picture of me with 
4 trapper. 
5 Q. We don't have to go through every page of 
6 those catZtl0gS. 
7 A. No, I m not. 
8 Q. Now, on the front, does the front describe 
9 what the matenal is? 
10 A. ,Yeah, the front of it shows five different -- 
I 1 four Uferent .anunals and a pheasant. And then on the 
12 inside it goes into about the rx+e for tra ping, why R 13 trapping is necessary. It oes m and te show the 
water set for fox. 5t goes into diff-t types :; !%It",s, different types of traps. It goes into about 
16 an edttonals by the NRA, et cetera, et cetm. 
17 Q. I< a p w s  to me -- I haven't looked at those 
18 since t b ~ s  momm -- that there i s  some writing both on 
19 the front and the %ack; is that nght? 
20 A. On the back it shows from Central Connecticut 
21 Tra ers Supply and then Gerry's name and the address, 
22 an8&en below that it says "to, who it is being shipped 
23 to. 
24 Q. HOW did that catalog come into existence? 
25 k Well, when it became necessary to mail order, 
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1 I told Geny we have to get a catalog, so he designed 
2 it. And he designed it, and we brought it to a pnnter, 
3 and we had it printed. 
4 Q. Did that design include the layout, the 
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1 them bein updated. 
2 Q. So 8e took the energy to update his catalogs 
3 annuall and get them repnnted, nght? 
4 A. dght. 
s Q. And that's what those Exhibits 18 through K 
6 are? 
7 A. The most it ever went was every two years but 
8 basicall every year it was changed. 
9 Q. $as there also included in that a rice list, 
l o  somethtng se arate from the annual catJogs? Did you 
I I have an exhitit up there like that? 
12 A. Yes, there was a nce list in there. There 
13 was always a ostage s % eet, how much it would cost for 
14 postage. ~ n d i o t h  of those items were in there. 
15 Q. In addition to updatmg the.cataIogs to 
16 reflect changes in the econom did Gerry also update 
17 them to reflect changes in tee&iques? 
18 A. Actual1 , the change in the techniques how we 
19 brought that axout was,that wquldn't be in the catalog 
20 really. That would be in the different types of 
21 publications we sold. For example, some of the top notch 
22 trappers in the country, they would wnte a new book, 
23 like say on mink trapping. t so, everybody -- when a new 
24 book is written about trap in ,especially by a 
25 well-known trapper, e v d o 8 ;  wants to buy it. The ones 
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I that are 25,30,40 s old, they are kind of i"" 2 forgotten. .And t$a 'show we kept updatin 
3 Q. SO is it fau to say that Gen~ woulditxp 
4 abreast of the current literature an keep those on his 
s updated catalogs? 
6 A. That's c ~ r r e ~ t .  
7 MR. ADAMS: Judge, at this time I'd move for 
8 admission of Defendaqt's 18 A through K. 
9 (Defendant's Exiubit Nos. 18 A through K offered ) 
10 THE COURT: Does the state have any 
I I objections? 
12 MR DOUGLAS: NO. 
THE COURT: There bein none, .Defepda*'s : Exhibits 18 A through K will %e adrmtted m evidence and 
i s  marked at this tune. And I am going to take a moment, 
16 gentlemen, and just kind of scan through these. 
17 (Defendant's Exhibit Nos. 18A thorugb K admitted) 
18 THE COURT: Just curious, Mr. Barcella, what's 
19 the earliest date on these catalogs? I see one -- 
20 THE WITNESS: 1974, your Honor. 
21 THE COURT: 1974. SO, Gerald was then how 
22 old? 
23 THE w'tmss: Well, he was born in '59. 
24 THE COURT: I can figure that out to be about 
2s 15; is that about right?. 
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I THE WITNESS: Ri t It was around then, yes. 
2 THE COURT: Andqe'had a great deal to do yith 
4 
5 gatherin of the editorials, the opinions, et cetera? 
fig 
s them. But I had them 
6 A. e put a11 that togefip, because I have 
7 always worked one or two jobs, and I didn't have that 
8 much time to put into it. 
9 Q. About how old was Gerry when he was designing 
l o  and producing these catalogs? 
11 k Well, he was 14. He started the business at 
12 14, and we went into it for a while. And it became 
13 necessary to get a catalog out also. 
14 Q. IS that essentially what those Exhibits 18 A 
1s through K are, those catalogs? 
16 A. it goes through -- yes, basicall the are the 
17 same, more or less. 1t describes 18 ?and l', of course, 
18 it describes -- it oes into more details about all the 
19 books that he sob  at that time. 
20 9. Without trying to lead you too much, sir, is 
21 it f a r  to say that those catalogs, Geny updated them 
22 every ear, and so why we have so many of them is because 
23 t h r o d  the decade, G ~ J  updated hts catalog annually? 
24 A. Yes. The reason ey had to be updated 
25 because of the price changes. And that's the reason for 
i s  A. Yes, the name of the book is Trap ing the 
16  asked   and it, which i s  the rqccoon, o P course. A U ~  
17 Geny told me he wanted to wnte a book on mpmn 
18 trapping. I told him go ahead. And between hs 
19 expenepce and research, he yrrote the,book. And one 
20 interestmng art of the book is he ut m the Mferent 
21 animal trac!~ of the raccoon and he other various 
22 animals. Then he put in there naturally how .to tra ,the 
24 Cpnnecticut, but in other states it is 1-2 The J 23 anunals, also how to snare them: Snann is llleg m 
25 different type of sets. Also, how to prepare the traps 
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I another fox and a fox that was skinned out. And this?:- 
2 No. 5. Because he ca t -- In Connecticut we have red 
3 foxes and gray foxes. nd there he has one of each. 
4 This is No. 6. 
"w" 
5 And I believe this is his fust raccoon he 
I 6 caught. 7 Q. BY MR. ADAMS: NOW, in these photog~aphs @rry 8 looks orettv much to be about the same Ke in all the 
- I 1 can see the skins hanging up and stuff. Tell us about 
9 opeiated out of. 
lo Q. Did Geny play a part in putting that shop, 
I I puttin that buslness presentation together? 
12 A. yes, he &d most of the work. Because, like I 
13 told hun, you do the work you can have the money from 
14 the business. And he worked verv, verv hard at iL And 
15 the business went very well for about tin years. Bur 
16 what ha pened to the trap and supply busmess once the 1 l7 fur mu& started hoomn~ n the 70s. and li boomed un 
L 
37 2 502 
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I raccoon that he c a 8 t  No. 9. Well, the oposistpn and the 
2 raccoon. Inciden y, we never had o ossums in 
3 Connecticut until the late '40s. The &st ones I ever 
4 say was in South Carolina. But now Connecticut is loaded 
5 with them. 
6 Here's more animals he caught on Exhibit No. 
7 10. Another red fox and another raccoon. He spent a lot 
8 of time trapping, a lot of time. 
9 Here is another one of a fox, Exhibit 11. 
10 Exhibit 12 is another snapping , m e  $at he 
I I captured. In fact, there's a nver rpntng behnd my 
12 parents' where we used to go trapplng W e s ,  and that's 
13 why we were able to catch so many. Exhlbit 13 shows -- 
14 shows meand it shows him with a lot of fish that we 
15 caught in a pond nght near our house. We used to spend 
16 a great deal of time fishing also. 
17 This is Exhibit 14. It is another white mink. 
18 This is Exhibit 15. It's a raccoon, a muskrat 
19 and a opossum. 
20 THE COURT: Thank YOU Mr. BarceUa. 
21 THE ~ E S S :  This is Exhibit 16. This is a 
22 1 e sucker fish that they call. They call them trash 
. . .  
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I up in @l,the surrounding states. So naturally, 
z compebhon. 
3 So, then we went mail order. And we did a 
4 very good maif order business. And that's when he 
5 designed the catalog and we started advertising in the 
6 trapper's magazine and Fur, Fish and Game. And, like I 
7 say, it went well for about ten years. With all this 
8 competition, then it srarted leveling off. And that's 
9 when he went into the carpen business. 
lo Q. We heard R;ick Ceruti & a tittle bit about 
11 how traps were laid and how the anmals were taken by him 
12 and Geny. We also heard, I, forgot which witness, about 
13 your training Geny in ftreanns. 
: %%iced l i e  r?ost of t@se animals have been 
16 trapped and not shot; is that n t? 
17 A. Yes they were trapped.% were tra{ped. 
18 Q. ~ n d  this was part of Gerry's business. 
19 A. Right. 
20 Q. He wasn't out there torturing animals, was he? 
21 A. What was that last? 
He wasn't out there for torturing animals or 
23 f 3  in Connecticut. mere is no law on them. YOU can 
24 catch them an time of the ear And this photo here, state laws. in Connecticut are 
25 NO, 17, the exh i t ,  shows &I kith a large catch of are very ngd. Actually, you cannot 
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I muskrat and foxes. 
2 MR. ADAMS: That was No. 17? 
3 THE cou~?: C o m t .  
4 MR. ADAMS: Your Honor at this time I'd ask 
s to move to admit photopghs do. 2 thro T' 17. 6 (Defendant's Exhi it 0s. 2 through 7 offered) 
7 THE COURT: Does the state wish to exanune? 
8 MR. DOUGLAS: We have, your Honor, and we have 
9 no objection. 
10 THE COURT: M w  Clerk, EGbits2 -- 3 
I I through 17 mclusive wll  be adrmtted in evtdence and 
12 marked at this time 
13 (Defendant's Exhibit Nos. 2 through 17 admitted) 
14 MR. ADAMS: And also, yo? Honor, I believe 
15 the ~ p y  of the newspaper text wth,photograph was 
16 Exlubit 55 and I move that be adrmtted. 
17 (&fendant's Exhibit No. 55 offered) 
18 THE COURT: NO objection? 
19 MR. DOUGLAS: No objection. 
20 THE COURT: I believe you have 55 in that 
21 stack, Madam Clerk. Yes, there it is. Mark that one 
22 too, please. 
23 (Defendant's Exhibit No. 55 admitted) 
24 Q. BY MR. ADAMS: OD a lot OF those photographs 
25 it appears they are taken in a basement or a shop. You 
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I set a trap out in the open. You have to set a trap in 
z the burrow of an animal or under water. He caught al l  
3 these animals with traps. He did not shoot any of them. 
4 Q. Did YOU hvo haye to sit down and look over 
5 these laws and r 
6 A. Yes, state F? aw in Connecticut states you must 
7 visit a trap .every 24 hours. That's the state law. And 
s that's how,rt works. 
9 Q. .So, tn order to be successful at this 
lo bustness, Gerry had to study replatmy,written by the 
I I Connecticut legislature and fol ow that, IS that fax to 
12 MY? 
13 A. Right. Because once you are 16 in Connecticut 
14 YOU mu% be hstened to trap. Also,they have a course in 
IS Connecticut, before you can get a h p s e ,  you have to 
16 take a trapplng course. And that a plies to getting a 
17 hnnting ltrmse or any %f oudoor sports, say bow 
18 hunting or any of those gs, you have to take these 
19 training courses that are sponsored by the State of 
20 Connecticut. 
21 Q. When Gerry was arrested back in April of '95, 
22 he was arrested for beutg a felon m possession of a 
23 f m .  Were there f m s  in your home when Gerry was 
24 growin up? Tell us about that. 
2s A. fes, there was always f ~ r m  in my home. We 
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1 that? 
2 A. He had a few roblems over the years, but to 
3 tell you the truth, I &n1t recall if he was in school at 
4 the time if he had any. 1 will be honest with you. That . 
5 oes back to, well,, ou figure he was born in '59. So it 
6 fad to be in the md'70s. I don't think he had any 
7 problems in hgh schooj as far as with the law. 
s Q. How about hospitalizations? When Geny was in 
9 high school did he ever require significant medical 
lo care. I am not talking about common stuff we do with our 
1 1  kids, but anythin significant? 
12 A. we11 es Kcan recan one incident. 
13 Q. Tell &s konor about that, please. 
14 A. Pardon? 
15 Q. Tell HLS Honor about that. 
16 ~. ,As,a  teenager Ge was admitted to the 7 ; .  17 psychatnc ward of New ntain General Hospital. And 
18 after he was released he was counselled by Dr. Moore 
19 honetic), a psyehiatrisr, for a long period,of tune. 8 ' .  20 e received social wunty for posmaumat~c stress. 
21 Also he received counseling from Julie Raskin (phonetic), 
22 a certified counselor. He was also treated at the 
23 University of Connecticut health center for the same type 
24 of illness. And I know -- 
25 THE COURT: Excuse me, Counsel. Or Mr. 
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I Barcella. Could you have Mr. Barcella be a little more 
2 accpte. I don't know approxmately how old Gerald was 
3 dunng those tunes. 
4 MR. ADAMS: I will, your Honor. 
5 THE COURT: What were the problems, if you 
6 would, please? 
7 +. ADAMS: I ,an tell your Honor we will get 
8 real speclfic about tlus tomorrow wtth the expert 
9 witnesses. So, we ,will make that real specific on the 
10 record, dates on thm s 
1 i THE COURT: #&haps Mr. BarceUa could tell us 
12 what he observedt he, Mr. Barcella, observed, with 
13 respect to Gerald s conduct that,caused concern. 
14 MR. ADAMS: I will move lnto that. 
15 THE COURT: All right. Fine. 
16 BY MR. ADAMS: Let's talk about the time Gerry 
17 waskst  admitted for psychiatric problems at the 
18 hospital. Can you tell us what you observed about Geny? 
19 THE COURT: About how old was he, please. Was 
20 he an adult? 
21 Q. BY MR ADAMS: HOW old was he? 
22 A. If I am not mistaken, I might be wrong in 
23 saying tlus, 18, 19. I don't remember exactly. I'll be 
24 honest. 
25 Q. About around the senior year of high school? 
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I A. No. I'll retract that. He was 17 at the 
2 time. NOW I recall. 
3 Q. And tell us what wint on with that time PO" 4 when he was admitted? What did you observe. 
5 A. I'm W n g  to h n k  back. He --I don't 
6 know. He seemed to be under a lot of ressure and a lot 
7 of things seemed to be bothering him. f am trying to 
8 tell ou to the best of my ab~lttythat I recall. And we 
9 h a d L  admitted to New Britain General. And what 
lo sparked it, I don't recall, but we brought him up there 
1 1  anyhow. 
12 Q. And you don't remember,why,you took your 
13 17-year-old son to the psychatnc unit? 
14 A. There was some inc~dent hat spyk@ it. 
15 There was notlung -- I don't recall the incident. But we 
16 took him u there. 
17 q  id & stay in the hispital for some period of 
IS time. 
19 A. He was there for a few days, that I d l .  
lo Q. And then did you have him home again? 
3 1  A. 0 yes. "a 22 Q. Di you notice any,diffWce b e t w p  the time 
33 ou took hun in and the tme you brought hun back? Was 
34 ile a changed lud or was he about the same? 
rs A. No, he changed. He unproved. One of the 
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chiatrists that spoke to hun while he was there, Dr. : Rndshift fphonetlc), he was very ood wth young 
3 eople. And he talked to Ge an% calmed lum down, and 
4 & seemed pre good. ~nd%en he went to Dr. M0rad 
6 whle there. 
'3' 5 (phonetic) and e was fine. Everythng was fine for a 
7 Q. Let me move into a different area. Af?er 
8 Geny got out of hl school and started gettlng into the 
9 constntction work at we have heard a ltttle bit about, ft 
still living at home with you or in the yea f ? Gym%%st started etttng involved in construction? 
12 A. Yes, I believe !e was. 
13 Q. Can you teil us about that, about how would he 
14 was, where he was living? 
15 A. Well, I know he started workin for various f 16 contractors. He was a framer. He $ a lot of framing. 
17 And he lived at home most of the tune. And well, 
18 that's -- well, he lived at home most all of the time. 
19 Q. What age did Gerry leave home? 
20 A. Well, up until the y e  -- he left to go to 
21 Alaska. And that was in 94 he went to Alaska. 
22 Q. He would have been about 25 years old? 
23 A. Yeah. Well, let's see. Born in '59. No, he 
24 would be -- yeah, about 25. 
25 THE COURT: Excuse me, did you say in 1994 
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1 Gerald went to Alaska. 
2 ntE WIniESs: Yes. 
3 THE COURT: And he was born in '5Y? 
4 THE WITNESS: Right. 
5 MR. ADAMS: I think that is about 25 years. 
6 THE COURT: 35 years. 
7 THE WITNESS: 35 ears 
8 Q. BY MR ADAMS: &rry'adds better than I. 
9 And he was pretty much around either living in 
lo your home or near the f m l y  home dunn those years? 
I I A. yeah, he lived at home because, w&, to live 
sive, And he never a roblem at ~ ~ ~ , " , ~ 8 ~ ~ 0  objechons to hun ltvlog . t!~ ere. 
14 Q. Did YOU have a good familiarity t h ~  with what 
15 type of work he was doing m the construction field? 
16 A. Yeah. He used to work for these vanous 
17 wntractors. Most of them w p  framer contmctors. And 
18 he was a framer most of the tune, But he also worked on 
19 ius own m. He had b ~ s  own business. 
20 Q. Tell us about that? 
21 A. WeU, he started his own business.' And he 
22 started out, and when he wasn't work@ for 
23 contractors -- well, he would plck up JO % s on his own. 
2.1 When he wasn't b working on lus own, he would work 
25 with contractors, a h e  shifted between the two. And, 
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1 in fact, he did a lot of good work. In fact, he ut 
2 decks on. MY deck he put on. AISO in town Ke put decks 
3 on for people. He was real proficient on decks. And he 
4 did a nlce job of carpentry work. He did a lot of 
6 carpen"Y,wOrkk. Q. I l~eve you had in front of ou three m m  Y 7 hotographs labelled, or these thret? abelled Defendant's 
8 kxhibitS 19,20 and 21. Do you have those with you up 
s there, s ~ r ?  
io A. NO. 19. 
1 I Q. Could you tell or describe for His Honor what 
12 those three hoto phs deplct? 
13 A. This b. I!% a.26-room mansion. And the 
14 entleman that owned it wanted somebody to roof the house 
15 for him. And I told him --,he didn't know Gerry, but I 
16 said my son Gerry can do lt. And he says okay. Bring 
17 him over. And they got together and he went to work on 
18 the house. And that was qwte an accompltshment there. 
19 Q. So that shows one of the construction jobs 
20 Gerry worked on, the roof on that home? 
21 A. Right. 
22 THE COURT: IS that being offered in 
23 evidence? 
24 MR. AlM~ls: Yes, our Honor 
25 (Defendant's ~xhixit  No. 19 offed)  
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curious, these traps that your son 
would go trapping wether and, 
a lot from you, sir, but were those 
call humane e traps or what? % traps, aw trapsare 
cannot use them m 
7 Connecticut. 
8 THE COURT: Tell me what a claw trap is. Did 
9 you say claw trap? 
10 THE m e s s :  No. He said claw traps. At one 
I I time they used to sell traps that were pointed, so the 
12 barbs would o into the animal's legs. Those are 6 13 outlawed in onnecticut. Victor had a trap like that, 
14 and they outlawed it. And then there were companles 
15 selling clams that clamp on the 'aw of a trap that was 
t i  16 barbed. No, that is all over wi 
17 These traps were smooth jaw leg-hold traps, 
18 which are pemussible in the state of Connecticut now. 
19 Law is -- well, that's what we used at that time. We 
20 also used what the call a soft catch trap. I had a few 
21 of those. They hdrubber og the jaws. And also at that 
22 time they had what they called a con-a-bear (phonetic) 
23 trap. That was a killer trap. But mostly we used the 
24 foot-hold trap. 
25 Q. BY MR. DOUGLAS: What would your son do with 
- - - . 
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I that gave you cause f a  'concan that -- not what our 
2 wife said, but what you observ lf anything d r  
3 example, did he start pullin the% off livk 
4 chickens, dumb things like %at? What did ou observe 
5 during hs mid +?en year! that led ou to beteve he, 
6 Gerald, was having emot~onal ro&ems? If you hadn't 
7 observed anything, if you can' P ,tell us, tell us you 
8 didn't observe a p e .  But &d you observe anytbing 
9 that was somethmg dt%itmt that concerned you? That's 
lo really what we are after. 
1 1  THE m m s :  Well the only thing I can say 
12 that I observed is at times he would get upset 
13 emotionally, and that's all I could reall observe. 
14 Q. BY MR DOUGLA% Mr. Barcella, 2 'd our son 
IS have any violent outbursts as a teenager? 61d he h t  
16 things, or hit people or destroy objects as a teenager 
17 that you or your wfe  may have seen? 
18 A. I have mver observed -- I have never obseryed 
19 him. It is a qmtter of record.. He has bv arrest@. 
20 He has been ln f ts. There IS no questton about tt. 
21 What rompted fights, 1 don't know. But whether that $ 
22 had a &eanng on things changmg, I don't know. 
23 MR DOUGLAS: Okay. I guess that's I 
24 have our Honor. 
25 ' 'THE COURT: Anything else, Mr. Barcella? 
j Page 1985 
I nationwide as far as trapping and su ply busmess. Had a 
2 lot of contacts. And peo le from alfwalks of ltfe. 
3 Q. Mr. Barcella, are &ere any last thin s you 
4 want to tell His Honor about your son to felp His Honor 
s fashion a sentence? 
6 A. Well, what I would like to say to His Honor is 
7 I'm 70 years old. And I don't know how man more ears I. 
s have to go. But I would like to see lum come i\Ome. i n d  
9 spend some time trapping. But, well, that concludes my 
10 statement. 
1 1  THE COURT: Thank you, sir.' Anything 
12 further? 
13 MR. ADAMS: No. Thank you, your Honor. 
14 THE COURT: Cross-examination? 
15 MR. DOUGLAS: 1 may have just a few, your 
16 Honor. 
17 CROSS-EXAMINAnON 
18 BY MR. DOUGLAS: 
19 Q. Good afternoon, Mr. Barcella. 
20 A. Good ~ f t ~ o o n . ,  
21 Q. Mr. Barcella, this must be extreme1 difficult d" 22 for to you come here to Coeur d'AIene, I aho, and watch 
23 your son about to be sentenced for fust degree murder, 
24 am I correct? 
25 A. Well, yes, it is difficult. 
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I Q. ,So, sir, could ou ive us an id? at what 
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1 these pelts? Sell them? 
2 A. Yes, well, with the traps he would sell them 
3 to a fur dealer. Like there was fur dealers all over the 
4 country that would buy elts We used to sell them 
s locally in Connecticut. b e  kould et a certain amount. 
6 We would call up the fur dealer a n t  he would come to the 
7 house and purchase them. 
8 MR. DOUGLAS: All right. 
9 9 COURT: Counsel, if you would, 1 would 
lo a prectate ~t tf you would pursue this uestlon that Mr. 
I I $)arcella has had difficul perha s unLrstandin I'd 
12 like to know when, if an?when hr. Barcella anfiior his 
13 wife, Gerald's mother, noticed any change p Mr. 
14 Barcella's conduct or activities that gave hun concern. 
1s That's basically what I want to know. 
16 I want to know as much about your son as 
17 possible. 
18 GO ahead. 
19 MR DOUGLAS: Thank you, your Honor. 
20 Q. BY MR DOUGLAS: Mr. Barcellat YOU testifled 
21 at about e 17 your son was hosptta&zed and was 
22 sPffering%om posttraumatic stress dtsorder, correct, 
23 su? 
24 A. R u t .  
2s Q. Did you share with the physicians, etcetera, 
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I as to what p have triggered that or caused tkt, sir? 
I 2 point m your son's c%!dood that you ~dentfied perhaps 
3 problems he may have m the future, or could you share 
4 that a little bit with us sir? 
5 A Well, if he is released in society, I doubt : 6 very much tf he will have any further &fftculty. And 
: 7 the reason I base that on 1s he has been ?nearmated for 
8 about three years now. And I know he is a changed 
9 person. 
lo ; THE COURT: Mr. Barcella, I hesitate to 
1 I mtepp but I think -- would you restate the 5 12 que$on. I don't think Mr. Barcella understood the 
13 q~est~on. 
14 Q. BY MR. DOUGLAS Was there a point in our B 15 son's childhood where you identified that may e there 
16 were problems gotnf! on, -- , 
17 THE COURT: n h s  ltfe. 
18 Q. BY MR. DOUGLAS: --emotionally. And maybe 
19 share just a little bit with us, sir. 
20 A. Well, he bad some emotional problems at a time 
21 when he was adpitted to New Bntatn Genqal. And also he 
22 had been on vanous s of medicatton whch tt is a 
23 matter of ublic -%f his medical history. I mean, 
24 the coulcfwmment on it a lot better than I can. He has 
25 hadloroblems. no auestion. 
2 ~ ~ ~ w t & w a s t h e o n e t h a t d t d - - s h e w a m  
3 touch with the physician more than I, because she knows 
4 far more about medical than I do. And -- 
5 THE COURT Just tell us what you obsen,ed, if 
6 anything, that you felt was not in tn wtth your 
i' keep'& 7 son's nor atptude, epotions and so o . What did s you o serve, if anythmg, when he was about the age of 17 
9 years that ave you cause for wncem? If indeed you did 
lo notice an&ng. 
11 mess: Well, -- well, it was -- well, 
12 certain thm s upset hm, you know and I mean, 
13 altho* --I don't know: It is difficult. Well, 
14 catam things bothered hyq. AppParptly -- see, I was 
IS brought up dtfferent than hun so it IS hard for me to 
16 relate. 
17 THE COURT: .Mr. Barcella, bless your heart. I 
18 know ou are in a situation that you would rather not be 
19 here. &hat may result from this exercise we are goin 
20 through has a defintte effect on me as to how I shout f 
21 d~spose, what tKpe punishment I should m ose on your 
22 son. The state as asked for the death pen&. 
23 THE WITNESS: I realize that, your Honor. 
24 TE C-T: I need to know as much as possible 
25 wncermng h s  teenage years, any change in hs conduct 
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offered to assist me and my associate wfih physical tasks such as moving and 
repairing office furniture as needed. 
In closing, it is extremely disturbing that Mr. Barcella is in his current situation. He is a 
person with a severe mental illness developed through no fault of his own. He tried 
desperately for years to get help with this illness knowing he could be a danger to 
himself or others and was systematically ignored by the system. It is only just now 
that he be given leniency and finally be given the treatment he has so desperately 
needed. While I firmly believe we all must take responsibility for our actions I also 
believe. that as a civilized society we must provide assistance to persons in such 
desperate need as Mr. Elarcella was during the period I knew him. I am available to 
speak with anyone regarding this matter: 
Sincerely, r. b 
Julie Reiskin, LCSW 
i J' 
easily obtain jobs, however his interpersonal difficulties always resulted in difficult 
li; +.erminations. Each termination would indrease both the depression and anxiety. It 
'1 was my belief that many of his difficulties were stemming from the fact that h e  was  
living with his family of origin, which included a brother with a violent cocaine ' 
addiction. I encouraged Mr. Barcella to find housing, any housing, elsewhere. His 
lack of ability to maintain employment complicated this greatly. Mr. Barcella was  
forced to rely on General Assistance otherwise known as city welfare. This amounted 
to approximately $40 per week which was  not sufficient to rent even one room. I urged 
Mr. Barcella to apply for Social Security Disability and to also apply for Section 8 
Housing. Because of eligibility rules h e  could not apply for housing until h e  was 
determined disabled by the Social Security Administration. His case was denied and 
delayed for two years hespite what I considered to b e  overwhelming medical 
evidence, 
During thecourse  of my work I also arranged for a psychiatric evaluation with a 
psychopharmacologist who specialized in psychopharmaseutical treatment of adults 
with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. Dr. Earl Giller agreed with my assessment of 
PTSO and also shared my concerns about a possible head injury. Inpatient 
treatment w a s  recommended but Mr. Bamlla  signed himself out before the treatment 
was  completed. 
Dr. Giller and Mr. Barcella tried numerous medications to alleviate the multitude of 
symptoms which Mr. Barcella experienced. Unfortunately, the medication which 
produced the most favorable results, Tegetrol, caused liver damage and had to be 
discontinued. Both Trazadone and Atavan caused unpleasant side effects, however 
Mr. Barcella reported that Xanax alleviated symptoms to some degree. Because of 
his size and his history with substance abuse Mr. Barcella needed to use unusually 
large amounts of the drug in order to realize it's benefits. Concerns about addiction 
were secondary to minimking his symptoms which clearly indicated a danger to 
himself and others. Again, the problem with all medication trials came down to lack of 
resources. Often Mr. Barcella did not have the money to pay for the drugs and 
frequently ceased  medications in the middle of the month. 
Overall I found Mr. Barcella to be a very intelligent man with some severe emotional 
problems. I find it profoundly disturbing that h e  is now looking at  the death penalty a s  
I firmly believe that had h e  been able to access resources which a re  supposed to be 
available to any citizen with a severe disability h e  would not be  where he is today. If h e  
had been able to secure financial and medical assistance and extensive 
neuropsychological rehabilitation Mr. Barcella would have been an incredible asset  to 
any community in which he lived. During our course of therapy Mr. Barcella showed 
insight and motivation. He never treated m e  with anything other than respect and 
courtesy even when he was distressed. During times when Mr. Barcella had no 
funds and I offered to continue therapy on a pro bono basis Mr. Barcella constantly 
I began seeing Mr. Barcella in November of 1991 when I bought a psychotherapy 
practice from Mr. James Potter, CISW. I saw Mr. Barcella until December of 1993. 
When Mr. Barcella was not incarcerated I saw him on a weekly basis and when he 
was incarcerated I saw him twice a month. 
Mr. Barcella's presenting problems included inability to hold a job, outbursts of rage, 
and substance abuse. After a month long assessment I diagnosed Mr. Barcella as 
having Post Traumatic Stress Disorder and attempted to rule out a brain injury. I 
based the diagnosis of PTSD on the following criteria 
'experiencing flashbacks 
'severe depression 
"anxiety attacks with claustrophobic features 
'dissociative episodes characterized by anger 'blackouts' 
'self medicating behaviors 
Mr. Barcella reported bizarre instances of abuse in his childhood and comes from an 
extremely chaotic family background. His psychopathology supports these reported 
instances. I strongly suspected that there may be a head injury either stemming from 
abuse or stemming from an incident with police where Mr. Barcella reported being 
clubbed over the head. His symptomology is consistent with frontal lobe damage in 
that he has obsessive features coupled with inability to control his anger. 
Unfortunately, due to financial limitations and lack of health care coverage such 
testing was never atile to be commenced. 
During the course of my work with Mr. Barcella I became aware that he was unable to 
maintain substantial gainful employment. He has a great deal of skill and could 
' Julie Reiskin, LCSW 
3645 Milwaukee Street 
Denver, CO 80205 
303-839-1 775 (voice) 
303-839-1 782 (fax) 
Mary C. Goody 
Mitigation Specialist 
PO Box 508 
155 East Pearl 
Jackson, Wyoming 83001 
Dear Ms. Goody: 
First of all please accept my profuse apologies for this terrible delay. While I am 
aware there is no excuse, I am in charge of both overseeing all disability related 
legislation in Colorado while attempting to direct a state wide non profit. Between 
January and May I am very slow with any non legislative tasks. I am willing to be a 
witness if that is ne~ded and funds for the travel are available, I do not need to be 
paid for time but would need airfare and hotel reimbursement. 
If this report is not helpful to you I am happy to reword it, as long as I maintain the truth 
as I know it. If you do want to use me as a witness my professional qualifications 
would be a Licensed Clinical Social Worker credentialed to practice in the states of 
Colorado and Connecticut per each state's respective credentialling agencies. 
Please find enclosed a report detailing my work with Mr. Barcelia. 
If you need to reach me- 
303-839-1 775-office 




Sincerely,  AWL^ 
w Julie Reiskin, LCS 
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September 30, 1997 
1h.q C. Good7 
?.Lidgzrion and Invesdgnon 
I? 0. Box 508; I55 E. Pcari 
Jadson, E p m i n g  83001 
Dear &Is7 
I mus: apologize for &kg so long in annucrig piour ccqucjt for wciccn coniirmadon regyding our 
convcnarion concerning G e m  Barcelh 
1 hasc h o ~ v n  Genp for a period of apprnlcimaccly 12 pus. I k c  met him =*hen I hired him to wtJ! <or 
&I. 5.  & P. Consrmmion on a project called Black b c 5 :  Snu Park. He imprnscd mc ar that rime as a 
ccsponsibie individual q&ed m wurk on thc projcct as a carpenter. Hc nioijrcd for me on this project For a 
period of about five months ar which dmc he rr= Lid OR due to scvcrc warhcr condidons. I d e d  him back 
m r e u n  ;o work in the spcing bur he had hund emplogment with another ??em. 
?.I? son dso ivorked on ;his ?roiecr. He md G ~ F  hecme f<e;ends x iie:r ;%-ere borh ;r.otocqc!e 
-qr- .... 1.-..A;,. ..;  -.- Frsm ~Cis ? ~ i n :  on [ i.lri. Ger-; on L< .;.;c=;.i!on:J h i s  when he c.2 ;a my home ro see m? ;i.>n. 
1 dso sav birr rr iJfIous joc<d oca-ions. 2nd i~ I dso hase a problem wiii aicohoi adckion, 11 .i._i. 
*mee$ng. 
Ger? had a seeous pr0bie.m xrilii dcohol drags ~. i i  times \vSi!e be -.;= :xor!N for me z ~ d  on o h e i  
occxici..s we hrd convenadons ibour dcohoi ir.d i ~ ~ p .  He ws, .mxe ;+at he had a problem zrd Jiso hrs 
Liar he only go; in rouble while under the intluexce. .I: h e s  he ried ve? h a d  :o "clem up his ad ' .  
I have nerer had anp problems with G e m  either zt woc!!or on social ocnsions. I would hkc h i  
as he riy reikble vhen he worked for m e  I also consider him a fiend and u m  very sorry to h c u  about the 
problem he is hming. 
Ai 1 Former p m  dme Police O6cer  I also consider my self to be a FaLiy good judge of dwrscrer. I 
belicrc Gerry's problems arc assohted with d r q  and dcohol abwe I r&e that inroxiudon is not a 
defense againsr a crimind charge, bur I do bciicvc that it consdmrcs a midpdng circumsmce when sentence 
is imposed. I dso beiieve that being under the infl~ence of drugs or aicohoi negara intent m commit a 
&mind m I do nor believe char: Gerry Barcda would inrentionally commir a ciminal act if he mere "c!esn 
anc!sobei'. 
Please $7-e my c e p d s  to Genp when you see h i .  IF I cui be of &ier assisace p i a e  do nor 
he s i~ re  co 4. 
Sincerely, s- J - 0 2 - L  

Noel Sk.rviot 
127 Yorth Main Street 
West Hartford, CT 06i 07 
September 3, 1997 
Ms. Mary C. Goody 
Mitigation.Specialist 
P.O. Box 508 
155 E. Pearl, Lower Level 
Jackson Hole, L V Y  85001-0503 
Dear Ms. Goody: 
I am writing in response to your letter dated August 7, 1997, requesting a written letter of 
reference for Gerald BarceUa. I am very sorry to hear about the charses brou&t against 
him. 
For the record I'ii give a brief description of mysel;'&d how I've come to h o w  you. I'm 
thiq-@vo year old and have lived in the central Connecticut x e a  all of my fie. I've had 
three jobs in my life, aid had never been unemployed since the ase of sixteen. I am 
currently studyiag ai the L'niversity of Haiiord for a BS in >fechafiica: Znk$eering. I 
have a ..;ife and one small boy. Together we o v a  our house. 
I've known Geny Barceiia, his brother, sister, and parents since my middle-tern years. 
Geny introduced me to his family during a time when1 would occasionally help him out 
with his carpentry work. Gerry was very talented carpenter who had many repeat 
customers and was well respected in the conmmity. I'd usually haul s h g l e s  for hLn 
when he had roofing work. Geny always presented himself as a respectable businessman 
to both his climts and his help. E personally had never witnessed G e q  in an aggressive 
manna that would lead to any kind oftrouble. 




( From the desk of: 7 
June 23, 1997 
Re: Mr. Geny Barcefla 
P.O. Box 9000 
CDLNE, ID 
Dear Mary C. Goody, 
This letter is in reference to the character of Mr. Geny BarcelIa 
I have known N. BarcelIa for over 25 years. In all the time that I 
have known Mr. Barcella, I have found him to be a fine individual. 
bfr. Barcella has always shown respect for everyone that I have seen 
him come in contact with. 
I believe that sentencing Mr. Barceila to be executed would not be 
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U L  
61 Y o r k  Road 
(203) 828-4994 
Date 19 9 
To 
Dear Sir: 
We Propose to furnish all materials and perform all labor necessary to complete the foliowing: 
/ 
' 4 . 4 .  C & . b ? . " F t i  q0 i;r< <. / du !.' 9 / 1 7  a rr e 
k ;  f c  I--, A ~ 3 . + n  AU / / O : ~ S  CG ,*-A ,F 6 / - B 
P A 5 ~ - . . e \ d C  0 3 C R ~ J  '4- 1 1  C r t L + ~ ,  p;: .--. 2 
! , - a .  > . c d  ;, i, 2 4  Y- ,i+**J'/-.<- ,Joa- -4,- !* - n .**. ?iC 
i ! 
P C  ; i . , c ,  ;,~\cL\\<(< & O V C  i.. - p k - e . . ? ~ : ~  47 C4 b l * C c k ~  rC1) 
r,>> k.& + r s  L<S L A b: '; I 
I 
~ o b  ~ocation: /'o c ‘7 Tuc+--L ib-:. 
All of the above work to be completed in a substantial and workmanlike manner according to the 
terms and conditions on the back of this form for the sum of -- 
Payments to be made as the work progresses as follows: r w  .- ( 3  ' 
the entire amount of the contract to be paid within ./ days after completion. The price 
quoted is for immediate acceptance only. Any delay in acceptance will require a verification o! 
prevailing labor and paterial costs. 
BY C,42- L=- R w L< 
"YOU, THE BUYER, MAY CANCEL THlS TRANSACTION AT ANY TIME PRIOR TO MIDNIGHT 
OF THE THIRD BUSINESS DAY AFTER THE DATE OF THlS TRANSACTION. SEE THE 
ATTACHED NOTICE OF CANCELLATION FORM FOR AN EXPLANATION OF THlS RIGHT." 
You are hereby authorized to furnish all materials and labor required to complete the work 
according to the terms and conditions on the back of this proposal, for which we agree to pay the 
amounts itemized above , 
/ .  
owner LG-. 6, / / , ,  + 4 2-.4- 
Date Owner 
/ ' 
A DesignBuild Company ~ o k ~ l e t e  R modeling Service * Commercial 8 Residential . Economical to Exquisite 
Kilchen d Bath Specialis1 . FinishedBasements . Decks . AWilions . Dormers . Garages 5 4 7  

42 Schultz Road 
Kensington, CT 06037 
April 21, 1997  
Ms. Mary C. ~ o o d y  
P.O. Box 5 0 8  
1 5 5  East Pearl 
Jackson,' Wyoming 83001 
RE: Gerry A. Barcella 
Dear Ms. Goody: 
I have known Gerry for about 7 years. Most of our conversations 
were informal and casual. My son and I would see Gerry during 
our walks around the neighborhood. 
Gerry has always been a gentleman to my son and I. He has even 
gone out of his way to explain the mechanics of a motorcycle 
to my son and me many times. 
We will continue writing to Gerry to keep him up-dated with 
our town events. 
V 
Frank Gadomski 
JOE?? M. rnSDIi'fI0M. 0.D 
259 > J L ~  STREET 
rnSIXGTOX, CT. 
06057 
MARY C. GOODY 
bI1IIGAfTON SPECIALIST 
P.O. BOX 508 135 E. PEARL; LO'Am LEtvG3. 
JACKSON HOLE, WY Q001-0503 
AUGUST 21. 1997 
DEAR bIRS. GOODY, 
TXIS LETEX IS IN REPLY TO YOLX REQLZST FOR A REFERENCE LETER OX 
GEPALD BXRCELLA I HAVE ,%VOiN GERRY AND IIIS FAWLY FOR ,LLZ,W YEARS, 
HAVING FIRST EXAMWED GERRY'S M S  N 1975. IMY CHIEF CONTACT WITH GERRY 
FLA.S !?BE>[ OI MY OFFICE .LND I ?FC?LL CO$n'E?.S.4lTCI$lS KITE U ~ J !  ABOLPT E S  
.- . 
1 L&S AGO, 
I HAVE .%WAYS FClOlvD GERRY TO BE A GENLESLL\N iQD HE HAS ALWAYS 
CONSCIE>iT?OUS ABOLT ?AY?L?XCFOR SER1ACES. T3ZP.E W.4S A l2.E T,W?l 
'WHEN iiE '#AS LTABLE TO iLL= A ?AY;LIEhG', BUT HE TOOK Ti TbIE  TO WRI'IZ A 
L E T E R  EXPLAING.iG TIiE CIXCLIISTAUCES. MY COiJTACT V i l T i  GERRY iirlS ALWAYS 
BEEN A POSrrrVE ONE AND HOPE THIS LETTER IS OF SOME HELP N HIS PRESENT 
CF.CTjllSTPNCES. 

HIS BROTHER L HAVE NOT l-f~.W .kEOUT. l'K4:0'.V GERRY .4&D HIS F.k\lILY WERE 
.,..-. 
... 
ALWAYS CLOSE AND THERE IS A hUSTAKE 
,.: 
. . IN THIS CASE. I SOME LIFE LVITH 




,?. bETIGATION SPECIALIST 
PO BOX 508 
I55 E.PEXRL,LOWER LEVEL 
JACKSON HOLE WY.8500 14508 
RE: CHARACTER REFERENCE GEXALD BARCELLA 
. . . . - . . - - . - -. - 
I GET GERRY AT MCGEE MIDDLE SCHOOL 5- I MOVED TO BERLIN FROM NEW B ~ A I N  
CT IN THE srn GRADE. ALTHOUGH GERRY AND I DID NOT ASSOCIATE MUCH IN THE srn 
GRADE I WAS AWARE OF GVHO HE WAS THROUGH FRJENDS. GERRY WAS A TRAPPER AM) 
HE REMINDED ME OF DANIEL BOONE SINCE HE DRESSED LIKE A WOODSi\l.LAN. I 
REIMEbIBER HIM AS THIS BECAUSE HE USE TO WEAR FULL HEIGHT MOCCASIN'S TO 
SCHOOL. GERRY WAS QUITE AND FRENILY TO THOSE AROUND D l .  I REi\ l .DBER WHEN 
A KID N m  EYIATT iLWTERRA STARTED A R%KT WITH GERRY IN THE HALL BECAUSE OF 
THE MOCCASINS m T  HE WORE. GERRY WAS NOT THE INSTIGATOR OF THIS FIGHT. 
WHEN WE ATTEMJED HIGH SCHOOL IN THE pm GRADE 1 GOT TO KNOW GERRY BETIER 
FROM A SCIENCE CLASS WE HAD TOGETHER. GERRY'S DAD WAS A DOG CATCHER IN 
TOW3 AND I HAD DOG. SO LVE FOUND THINGS TO TALK M O U T  LIKE OUR 
DOGS,TPA.F'PLUG ETC. I WAS INTERESTED IN HIS LVEIUENCUBUSINESS IN TRAPPING 
SINCE GERRY WAS A VERY KNOWLEDGEABLE AND SUCCESSFUL INDIWUAL IN THIS 
WORK AT SUCH A YOUNG AGE. GERRY USE TO BRING IN LOTS OF PICTURES TO SCHOOL 
AND FURS_PELTS ETC FOR .ALL THE TEACHERS AhV KIDS TO SEE. 
I THEN COT TO KNOW GERRY BETTER FROM SOCIAL GATHERINGS AND WE BEGAN TO 
PARTY TOGETHER ,AT &I.A&T SCEOOL GET TOGETHERS. IN THE TO'S AT HIGH SCHOOL IT 
WAS ONE OF THE THINGS WE .ALL DID. SObEJVHERE BETWEEN i om APPD 1 lm GRADE 
GERRY GOT INTERESTED IN THE KARATE SCHOOL THAT I WAS ATTENDING AND 
TE.4CHING AT X N D  HE SHOWED ;AN INEREST. ALTIiOUG3 EP3.Y MIGHT i i A E  
.ir??E.A?.ED ii-3EPEhDENT FRO41 HIS WILDERbTSS EXPERIENCES HE SURELY SHOWED 
THE CHILD IN HDISELF LIKE THE REST OF US L W N  HE BEGAN TO T . m .  CLASSES WITH 
ILIE .kXD S E V E R C  OTTER HIGH SCHOOL FRIEi\iDS. GERRY LIKE OTHERS WAS FEARFUL OF 
FIGHTING AND PR4CTICING M A S  IN THE DOJO IN A WHITE UNLFORllI I  AND YET 
HE WAS COIJRAGEOIJS ENOUGH TO LET HIS GUARDDObW AND BE A REAL TEAM PLAYER . - - - - - - - . 
DURING K S  YOUTHFUL YEARS WHILE LEAIUXING THE ART OF SELF DEFENSE. YOU H A M  
TO REALEE IN THIS KARATE CLUB E W l Y O M  WAS LIKE FAMILY. MANY OF US THAT 
W73.E !SITS OLL LEsNED A LOT OF RESPECT FOR OURSELVES AND OTHERS AND SELF 
DISCIPLlhF THAT MANY OTHER PEOPLE HAVE NOT L E A R i i  IN A LIFE TIME. 
I LNEW GERRY AS KID 15-25YRS OLD iv1ORE SO THAN AN ADULT. WHAT I DO KNOW FROM 
WHEN GERRY WAS IN HIS LATE TWE.MNTT'S WAS THE GOOD TIMES WE HAD TOGHETHER 
REbIWISCING OUR YOUTH AND SHARING OUR CONSTRUCTION EXPERLENCES. GERRY 
HAD A GOOD REPUTATION AS A CARPENTER. HE SPOKE TO b E  BEFORE GOING WEST 
m 9 + -  OUT THE P O S S I B I L ~  OF GAINING EWLOY~L~ENT wrrH THE CONSTRUCTION 
CObtF'AW THAT AT &\I EbLPLOkXD WITH.. WORK WAS NOT VERY GOOD [N THE 
NORTHEAST THEN A N D  I WAS UNABLE TO CObLbfIT. TKEN I HAD HEARD FROM GERRY'S - . 
DAD IN THF I OrAr  BARBER SHOP THAT GERRY HAD MOVED OUT WEST TO FTND WORK - - - - -- - -. - -. - - - - 
~WCH HE IW) DONE AM THAT HE WASDOING VERY WELL. 
I LAST SAW G E M S  IZu' TEZ SU?~JMER OF 1992 WHEN HE A17EM3ED MY STAG PARTY. 
LVttzT A SURPRISEl I SPENT SOkE TIME WITH GERRY THAT NIGHT AND A CLOSE FRIEND 
GREG PlCKENZIE TALKING OFTHE DAYS ~ ~ \ . V E  WER  YOUNG AM) RESTLESS. WE 
SPOKE OF HOW TEE HAS GONE SO FAST AND HOW MUCH WE ENJOYED LIFE NOW 
C0MPARF.D TO WHEN WE WERE YOUNGER WORK WAS GOOD AM) WE ALL WERE DOING 
SO VERY WELL. THAT'S THE LAST TEvE I SAW OR HEARD FROM GERRY. 
I'VE SEEN HIS DAD AT THE BARBER SHOP ON OCCASION BUT NOT SINCE NE HEARD OF 
THIS TERRIBLE NEWS. GERRY'S MOM ACTUALLY CALLED TO MOFJLI bE OF THIS NEWS. 
June 30, 1997 
..::: ... Mary C. Goody 
 mitigation & Investigation 
P.O. Box 508 
155 East Pearl 
Jackson, Wyoming .83001 
Dear Mary: 
I am writing this letter as a character reference for Jerry Barcella after receiving 
the disturbing news that he has been charged with murder, and might possibly 
face the death penalty if convicted. Jerry and I attended high school together in 
Berlin Connecticut, and graduated 1977. bfany times after graduation, and up 
until sometime in the mid eighties I saw and spoke with Jerry at local picnics and 
town gatherings. I have known Jerry for more than ten years, and have always 
considered him to be a very honest, trustworthy, and faithfil individual. Jeny was 
the kind of mend that would help you ivhen all other people were to busy. He 
would give you the last dollar in his wallet, or just plain offer his help without 
being asked to do so. I was very distressed to hear the news that the state Idaho 
wants to end Jerry's life. I do not know a11 the of the circumstances involved in 
his case. But, what I do know that the state of Idaho wants to ignore is that Jerry 
can still be a productive human being, and given the chance can help other people 
in need, something that comes naturally to ~ e j .  I hope your efforts to help Jerry 
are successf%l, and my thoughts and prayers go out to Jerry, his family, and your 
organization. 
David A. Carbo 
53 Wicbarn Road 
East Haddarn, CT 06423 
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Kevin C. Grib 
1260 High aoad 
Kensington, ct . 
06037 
-BUgUst 28, 1997 
Ns. Mary C. Goody 
Hitigation Specialist 
Post Office Box 508 
Jackson, 'Eiy. 8300L 
Dear H s .  Goody, 
This statement is being sukmitted on behalf of Gerald Barcella, whom I 
have lmown since 1973 when we first started our high school years attending 
Berlin High School in Berlin, Connecticut. We were in the same graduating 
class which was in June of 1977. 
Although our relationship was not close, we always remained friends and 
we are still friends to this day. "Gerry" was always welcome at our house. I 
was very muck involved in radio, Lands, a.nd music and therefor=, had many 
friznCs (Gerry included) itho ~iould ccze 3vsr to :"at&! and listen. "Gerry" ;.:zs 
always !<ell-behaved and also, ?as courtsous to my parents and sistse. Through' 
the years tie would see each other from time to time. We attended 4 .R .  meetings 
togetfistr and many times he offered to dzivs me to these meetings which I M s  
gratsfol for. Ee remained sober tbzocgk these years that I saw hin. 
I m being sincere when I state that I have never had any reason to 
thinX badly of "Gerry". He enjoyed ridiag apd tinkering with rnotorc~cles. 
I 'mow for sure he rjas never involved with gangs or motorcycle groups. 
I've mown his whole family for as many years as 1've.Icnown "Gerry". 
His mother and father are both very pleasant and hard-working; and his brother 
and sister have always been vewnice to me. 
Ny memories are nothing but favorzble toward "Gerry". I hope and 
pray that everything will go well for Urn. 
Kevin C. Grib 

36 Cazve r  S t r e e t  
>lev 3 r i t a i n ,  CT 06053 
J u l y  3 ,  1997 
., ' d r y  C. Goody 
: d i t i g a t i o n  S p e c i a l i s t  
1 5 5  E. P e a r l  
J a c k s o n  H o l e ,  WY 83001-0508 
Dear  L i n d a ,  
P e r  o u r  c o n v e r s a t i o n ,  I wanted t o  wri te t h i s  l e t t e r  i n  be- 
h a l f  o f -  G e r a l d  A .  B a r c e l l a .  
G e r r y  h a s  b e e n  a f r i e n d  o f  o u r  f a m i l y ' s  f o r  a b o u t  7 y e a r s .  
My s o n  Mac ( M i c h a e l )  i n t r o d u c e d  G e r r y  t o  u s .  F o r  a p e r i o d  o f  
time a f t e r ,  Sunday b r e a k f a s t s  were common, w i t h  my p a r t n e r  Tom 
a n d  m y s e l f ,  Mac and h i s  f r i e n d s ,  my d a u g h t e r  a n d  h e r  f r i e n d .  I 
remember G e r r y  t e l l i n g  u s ,  o v e r  b r e a k f a s t ,  a b o u t  b e i n g  u s h e r  
f o r  a  wedding  o f  a f r i e n d  t h a t  t o o k  p l a c e  i n  Watch H i l l ,  R I .  I 
remember i t  s o  w e l l  b e c a u s e  Watch H i l l  is a v e r y  w e a l t h y  comm- 
u n i t y  a n d  G e r r y  t o l d  i t  t h a t  t h e  w e a l t h y  had  r u b b e d  e lbows w i t h  
him,  n o t  t h a t  h e  had rubbed  elbows w i t h  them. I remember we a l l  
a s k e d  t o  see a p i c t u r e  o f  him i n  h i s  t u x .  Anyhow, t h o s e  a r e  t h e  
t y p e  o f  c o n v e r s a t i o n s  we had .  We a l l  grew t o  l o v e  G e r r y .  H e  
w a s  what my d a u g h t e r  and  I dubbed "Our b i g  t e d d y - b e a r " .  
G e r r y  was d o i n g  home improvsment work, i n  k i l s i n e s s  f o r  him- 
s e l f  a t  t h a t  t i m e  and  p r i c e d  o u t  some work u e  needed  on t h e  h o u s e .  
le was l e f t  a l o n e  d a y s  t o  pe r fo rm h i s  d u t i e s .  C e r t a i n l y  t r u s t -  
w o r t h y .  W e  a l s o  d i d  some p r i n t i n s  f o r  h i s  c o a p a n y .  
I n  c l o s i n g ,  G e r r y  is one  of  t h e  n i c e s t  p e o g l e  I have  e v e r  had 
t h e  p l e a s u r e  o f  m e e t i n g -  
We a l l  w i s h  him t h e  b e s t  and w i l l  b e  p r a y i n g  f o r  him. 
whcn you  s e e  him a g a i n ,  t hank  him f o r  b e i n g  a p a r t  o f  my l i f s .  
/ G l o r i a  McCarthy i i  
I remember b e i n g  w i t h  him on more t h a n  one  o c c a s i o n  
when some o h n o x i o u s  d runk  would s e e  h i s  a p p e a r a n c e  a s  a  
c h a l l e n g e  a n d  would s t a r t  on J e r r y  w i t h  v e r b a l  a b u s e  and 
when h e  g o t  no r e s p o n s e  would f o l l o w  w i t h  p h y s i c a l  a t t a c k .  
J e r r y  would a l w a y s  t e l l  t h e  pe r son  t o  hack  o f f  and t r y  t o  
walk  away f rom t h e  s i t u a t i o n  o r  l e a v e  t h e  p l a c e .  U s u a l l y ,  
t h o u g h ,  t h e  p e r s o n  would n o t  l e t  J e r r y  walk away, f o r c i n g  
him t o  d e f e n d  h i m s e l f .  A f t e r  a  w h i l e ,  J e r r y  r e s t r i c t e d  
h i m s e l f  t o  o n l y  g o i n g  o u t  t o  p l a c e s  i n  h i s  home town where 
p e o p l e  knew him s o  h e  c o u l d  avo id  t r o u b l e .  
Women mis judged  J e r r y  a s  w e l l .  Women who were 
a t t r a c t e d  t o  t h e  w i l d ,  o u t l a w ,  d a n g e r o u s  t y p e  o f  man were 
a t t r a c t e d  t o  J e r r y .  Once t h e y  found  o u t ;  t h a t  c o n t r a r y  
t o  what i s  a p p e a r a n c e  s u g g e s t e d ,  h e  w a s n ' t  w i l d ,  w a s n ' t  a n  
o u t l a w ,  o r  d a n g e r o ~ l s ,  t h e y  took  o f f .  J e r r y  wanted a  l o n g  
t e r m  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b u t  t h a t  t yp f  of  woman w a s n ' t  i n k e r e s t e d  
i n  s e t t l i n g  down. The r i g h t  g i r l  n e v e r  came a l o n g .  
J e r r y  b e l o n g s  t o  A l c o h o l i c s  Anonymous and h a s  devo ted  
h i m s e l f  t o  t h a t  o r g a n i z a t i o n  t o  h e l p  h i m s e l f  and o t h e r s  
( h e l p i n g  o t h e r s  h a s  a l w a y s  heen h i s  s t r o n g  p o i n t ) .  A . A . ,  
i t ' s  b e l i e f ' s ,  t e a c h i n g ,  and  t w e l v e  s t e p  program a r e  v e r y  
i m p o r t a n t  t o  him. He knows t h e  program h e l p s  him. 
I know a  l o t  o f  p e o p l e .  1 h a v e  l i v e d  i n  t h i s  a r e a  a l l  
my l i f e .  A s  funny a s  it may seem, J e r r y  was t h e  p e r s o n  I 
c a l l e d  when I r e a l i z e d  I had a  problem.  Without  even 
t h i n k i n g  twice, h e  i n v i t e d  me t o  a  m e e t i n g  t h a t  same n i g h t .  
I d i d  n o t  e v e n  r e a l i z e ,  a t  t h a t  t i m e  what A . A .  was a l l  
a b o u t .  J e r r y  had men t ioned  i t ,  b u t  had  n e v e r  gone i n t o  
d e t a i l  a h o u t  i t .  1'11 n e v e r  f o r g e t  t h a t  smile on h i s  f a c e  
o f  knowing e x a c t l y  what I needed.  
T h e r e  is no doub t  i n  my mind t h a t  e v i d e n c e  w i l l  come t o  
l i g h t  t h a t  w i l l  p r o v e  J e r r y  d i d  n o t  commit t h i s  c r i m e .  T h i s  
is j u s t  a n  u n f o r t u n a t e  examBle o f  J e r r y  b e i n g  i n  t h e  wrong 
p l a c e  a t  t h e  wrong time. It i s ' v e r y  h a r d  t o  e x p r e s s  myse l f  
i n  w r i t t e n  form.  I f  t h e r e  i s  one t h i n g  I want  you t o  
u n d e r s t a n d  from t h i s  l e t t e r ,  i t  i s  J e r r y ' s  r e s p e c t  f o r  l i f e  
and  how o u t  o f  c h a r a c t e r  i t  would h e  f o r  him t o  t a k e  a  human 
l i f e .  
S i n c e r e l y ,  
S t a n  
June 28, 1997 
Mary Goody 
Mitigator 
Dear Ms. Goody: 
I am writing to tell what I know of Jerry Barcella. 
First and foremost Jerry is not capahle of murder. He may 
not he a hoy scout hut he is hy no stretch of the 
imagination a murderer. 
1 have known Jerry since 1985 when I was introduced to 
him hy a mutual friend. The first thing that struck me ahont 
Jerry was his readiness to accept me as I am and how open he 
was. I am not as open and trusting as Jerry when I first 
meet someone. There are very few people I call friends. I 
am a very good judge of character and can size someone up 
quickly. Jerry was someone I could trust and feel 
cornfortahle with from the very beginning. 
Jerry had a successful career as a home contractor with 
a reputation for quality work and always meeting deadlines. 
In fact, when I decided to huild my house in 1986, I hired 
Jerry to do the framing and outside claphoard work. I am 
enclosing some pictures of work in progress taken at the 
time. Reading, interpreting, and applying information found 
on a hlueprint came as easily to Jerry as laying a hrick 
would he for a mason. 
Unfortunately, in the late 801s, early 90's the hottom 
fell out of Connecticut's economy and the housing market 
hecame non-existent. ~e?ry lost everything. He made every 
attempt to find work, hut the housing and construction 
industries were dead and have just started to recover in the 
last year. 
? "  
Jerry is a very intelligent person. I was not only 
impressed with his knowledge of construction hut also other 
srlhjects such as politics and husiness. He is an 
outdoorsman. He enjoys hunting, fishing, and trapping. He 
respects nature and life. His mother owns a trapping supply 
husiness from which he learned a great deal. 
People are intimidated hy Jerry's large huild and 
tatoos, hut once they meet him, they realize his appearance 
does not reflect his personality nor his temperament. He 
liked hody huilding and tatoos long hefore they hecame 
fashionable as they are now throughout the country. He 
never deliberately tried to intimidate anyone. He did not 
feel the need to prove himself hy hullying anyone either. 
ii.. 403 I T  # Y A Y  CONCERN: 
3.t NAYE I S  KATHLEEN SREY. I A:?! KNON!i AS KATE S4EY.  
' H I S  I S  Ti) V E R I F Y  T H A T  i i-li4'lE KNONiV SERR't B!\RCELI.A S I N C E  1985. 
i E  MET THROlJriH A !.1UTUttl. ACQUAINTANCE A.UD S O C I A L I Z E D  Q U I T E  A 3 1 T  
J ! I T I C  THE I -AST F E N  YEARS THKT GERRY HAS 8EEN OUT OF FHE STATE OF CT. 
I HA'IE SPENT A GREAT DEAL OF T I X E  W I T H  GERRY, I N  S O C I A L  
\ND PROFESSIONAI. CIRCUMSTANCES.  I i3EL IEVE THAT HE I S  H I G H L Y  INTEI-LIGENT. 
(E I S  A MAN ,3F f.(A,\IY I N T E R E S T S ,  SUCH AS ARCHITECTURE., COLINTR'I M U S I C ,  
\IUD TRA'lEL1N.G. HI: I S  A 'JER't X A R ~  AND CORDIAL PERSO!J 1.1110 1 F I N D  Q U I T E  
!ASY TO TALK TO. it:-: HAS ALWAYS TKIEATEO' :lE # I T H  :,idt741TH &!.ID RESPECT. 
I H A V E  C O X T R A C T E O  G E R R Y  r 0  YIIRK ON Y Y  HOUSE.  HE IS A 
!ASTER C R A F T S ~ ! I N ,  W I j 1 )  I S  EXTREMELY 'TACENTEO AND i iARD-!43R:(ING- 
8 U I I - T  SE'JERAI. I.A.PGE AND B E A U T I F U L  SIJIJDECKS ONTO 3'1 HOOIE. 
SEVERAL YEARS AGO, MY %OTHER, L O I S  A. GREY, SUSTAINEO A 
i R E A T  UEAI. OF OII'IAGF: TO HER i-iO?lE DUE TO ..A K I T C H E N  F I R E .  SHE I IBTAINEO 
tANY 8 1 0 s  TO DO THE YORK BUT SHE CHOSE GERRY. HE WAS VERY ? P . O F E S S I O ~ ~ ~ L  
:N H I S  YANNER AND SHE H A 0  SEEN THE Q U A L I T Y  OF WORK HE NAD DOSE FOR y4E. 
SHE ALSO S A I D  THAT SH5 CH3SE GE2R.t 8ECAUSE I iE  NAS PROYPT, 
' O C I T E  AND ~<?IO!4I.EI~EA3l-E. O:/I:E SHIi i:ONTXACTEO 3 1 3 ,  HE HAD NO PRORLEnVS 
I S S T I N S  THE OEADLIl\ll:S THAT :IERE [;VPOSEU UPOIV I4I;Y. HE SHO14EO IJP 0 9  T I 3 E ,  
' 'JE'IER SlJDRE OR ORANX OR UEMONSTRATEO ANY OTHlZX 8EI.It\VIOR THAT M ' I  
, l Z R  FOlJNO FROM TH:: i)THEK PEIIPLE SHE ii,4D i l I ! l E O .  AS AN ELDERLY XO:f.I\N, 
3 ' 1  I . ,  SHE SOIS 'IER'I C O ? ~ F O R T A ~ I - E  W I T H  GERRY 'clORKI!4I I N  1iER Ii3:IE. 
I U E  ' r0  THE Mr lG?I ITUDE i l F  OI\MIISE TO I iER I iOYE,  THE 'rlORK llEll,lJIRED TO REPAI !?  
I T  :JAS I - IXTENSIVE. I T  CAN BE Q I J I T E  [ N T R U S I V E  TO H 4 7 E  STKAI iGERS IN YOUR 
13!1E, BUT ,YY :10:1 ?IE'JER F E L T  THAT WAY WITH GERRY AND ! { I S  HE[ -PER-  
NEEDLESS TO SAY,  M T   OTHER !.{AS EXTREXELY PLEASED ! i I T H  THE 
' I N t I L  RESI ILTS.  I :.131JLD SAY THAT HER ?{EN C I T C H E N  I S  HER F A V O R I T E  600(1  
I N  THE !i,JiJSE. 
I' HA'lE S O C I A L I Z E D  I i I T H  'JERRY !IAN'{ T I M E S .  H E  ALWAYS VANAGES TO 
ZAPTURE M't' A T T E N T L O f i  ! I I T H  14 GIJOD STORY OR JOKE. HI: :HAS A QIJ ICK !d IT  
AND COLORFUL D E S C R I P T I O N S  OF A L L  H I S  ADVENTURES. 
I KNOU T H A T  GER2Y HAS STRUGSLED U I T H  S O B R I E T Y .  I XN3N OF PEOPLE 
THAT HE HAS HELPEI], JUST BY L I S T E N I N G  TO THEX .?ND R E I H G  SCIPPORTIVE. 
I N  CLOSIN : i ,  GE,& HAS BEEN A F I N E  SRIEND.  I AM PLEADING H I T H  
YOlJ TO SPARE : + I S  1 - IFE .  I B E [ - I E V E  1iE (:AN HiZ A COI.ITRIBIJTING NEMBER 
TO OUR SOCIETY.  
S INCERELY,  , j ? '&& 
K A T H L E E N  T. GREWIJ 7 
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Signed, 
Statement of Dick Slather 
P.O. Box 633 
Seward, Alaska 99664 
(907)362- 1376 
June 30, 1997 
This statement will verify my knowledge of and friendship with Gerry 
Barcella. I furst met Gerry in Seward, Alaska, about 4 years ago at one of the 
local taverns here. We became friends. He was a carpenter and I needed some 
work done on my house. He came over and gave me a very honest opinion of 
what the house needed. Together we did some repairs on it. His work was 
excellent. I found out he was camping on the side of a mountain and invited him 
to come stay with me. He was very neat, clean, and conscientiousness. He did his 
own laundry and dishes, and took care of mine too. I found him to be an 
excellent roommate. He stayed with me about 2 weeks. He wanted to stay here but 
I talkctd him out of i t  beca~ise there arz few good jobs here and the of living 
is very high. I loaned him some money, and he flew down to Idaho, where he met 
his brother and dad. Hz elected to stay in one particular town, and his dad and 
brother went back east. Ht didn't have much to go back for, in my opinion. He 
was just looking for greenctr grass. I simply felt he could do better in other 
places. I wish very much I had kept him with me now. 
He told me he had a little bit of a problem back East and had spent some 
time in jailt and that he had some weapons charges. 1 had some weapons so I kept 
them away from him so he wouldn't be in violation. I know he was particularly 
fond of his whole family. I know his mom and dad and brother and have written 
to them and talked to them on the phone several times, before Gerry got in 
trouble in Idaho. Gerry spoke very highly of them. 
In my opinion, G e ~ j  is I ni is  - TZV , ,  period. Vfi-stever hs~pened, I don't 
think he's responsible. He knows he can call me collect anytime. Although he 
didn't seem depressed when I met him, I know he did go to the clinic and get 
some medication of some sort. However, I didn't ask him what it was for, 1 
figured it was his own business. 
I have tendency to believe Gerry. If he says something, it's true. I hold him 
in the highest regard and would be willing to do whatever 1 can to help him. 
These statements are true to the best of my knowledge. 
June 25, 1997 
.,. 
To whom it may concern: 
I am writing this letter in behalf of Gerry Barcella. He has been a childhood 
friend of my brother and I have personally known Gerry for the past 
decade. Gerry has done carpentry work and miscellaneous jobs for my 
mother as well as myself. We have found him to be honest, trustworthy, 
and an excellent craftsman. Whenever I have been in his presence he has 
always been respectful and a gentleman. My experience with Gerry has 
led me to perceive him as an attentive and professional businessman as 
well as someone that I consider my friend. 
In my opinion, Gerry deserves every opportunity available to him to be able 
'o reestablish his life. He is a worthy person and a valued individual who 
~vvould be capable of giving back to society if given the opportunity. 
Donna Russak 
66 Defashion St. 
Plantsville, CT 06479 
860-628-5472 
W-ORLD GYNI 
30 Christian Lane 
Newington, Connecticut 061 I I 
(560)667-1995 
April 1, 1997 
Mary C. Goody 
&litigation and Investigation 
P.O. Box 508 
Jackson, Wyoming 8300 I 
Attention: Ms. Linda Kaess 
Dear Linda, 
Per our mosr-enjoyable conversation of this morning, I am hereby confirming my 
statements regarding my relation~hi~with Gerald Barceila. 
I first met Gerry some time in 1990; he was a member of World Gym and Fitness 
Center which 1 own. I found Gerry to be co-operative and pleasant. He kept pretty much 
to himself and never caused any trouble. 
I believe that resources were tight with Geriy since he would always make 
payment arrangements for his membership dues. At one point, I hired Gerry to do some 
tight carpentry work and I was pleased with his performance. 
I hope this information is helpful to you and if you have any b h e r  questions, 
please do not hesitate to call at World Gym at any time. 
Very truly yours, - 
fr-i-' .A*? 
Anthony dccio, Jr. 

L&.F] C. Cccdy 
Mitigation S p e c i a l i s t  
P.O. Box 508 
155 E. P w l ;  Lowee Level 
Jackson iiole, 83001-0508 
My n211r.e is P e t e r  PeLrul.  I am 43 years  of age. I grew up on a &irj farm 
that my p r s n t s  owned i n  EerLin and I am c u r r e n t l y  l i v i n g  i n  that same 
town. 
The dairy farm is where I first m e t  Cz-r f .  His f a t h e r  knew my f a t h e r  and 
Gerry's f a t h e r  used to  br ing  his !&is to see the cows on our f a n  m.ci &.is 
&%en w e  became f r i s n d s .  
C-erry was very much i n t o  hunting,  : f ishing and tr;?pping. Scmeticrticres we would 
20 these th ings  tc$et-.er. Gerry Laxer published literatjc;-rl on tr+ppi?.q. 
W e  lost c o n t a c t  w i y q  one ar,otker f o r  a~inile when he r.ove5 to Alaska. Phen 
h e  retuxred I r a n  i n t o  h i m  a t  a lccal bar m.d cie had sdme beers  tcqs6:sr. 
W e  t a l k &  a d  foimc! 'rbt we s t i l l  had s i n i l s r  i n t e r e s t s  s u c h  as iiErls!r 
pb to rcyc les  Xiirate. Gge hwUTg Out f o r  c;uite a r w & l i 1 1  C ~ ~ S C U S S ~ ? ( ~  t?k52 
items. 
Gary is a g d  pzrson and has h e l p 5  ire and others many *hes. B ~ E ,  when 
he d r i n k s  he can beccme a l i t t le  c razy  and w i l d  and I know h e  has been 
i n  t r o u b l e  in the p a s t  because of this. 
The b e s t  th ing  f o r  him would be t o  quit dr inking and h e  wuld becore a 
good person. 
p s t e r  P'ekrul 
79 Phssirio Drive 
Eerlin, CT 06037 
1860 ) 829-1902 
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June 2 3 ,  1997 
To Whom i t  may c o n c e r n ;  
I am w r i t i n g  o n  b e h a l f  o f  G e r r y  B a r c e l  l a .  I f i r s t  became 
a q u a i n t e d  w i t h  G e r r y  i n  h i g h  s c h o o l .  I came t 0 , h a v e  a  g r e a t  
r e s p e c t  f o r  G e r r y .  i n  t h a t  he ,  l i k e  m y s e l f ,  was one o f  t h e  few 
t h a t  wo rked  i n  t h e  f a m i l y  b u s i n e s s  e v e r y  d a y  a f t e r  s c h o o l .  
(Even  t h o u g h  we w e r e  o n l y  15 y e a r s  o l d ! ! )  T h e r e  a r e  n o t  many 
p e o p l e  I c a n  r e c a l l ,  o f  t h a t  age, t h a t  h a d  t h e  work e t h f c s  
t h a t  G e r r y  had .  He was v e r y  d e d i c a t e d  t o  t h a t  " t r a p p i n g "  b u s i -  
n e s s .  He a l s o  u n d e r s t o o d  t h e  v a l u e  o f  a  d o l l a r .  G e r r y  was o n e  
o f  t h e  few i n  h i g h  s c h o o l  t h a t  worked  and s a v e d  enough money 
t o  b u y  h i m s e l f  h i s  own v e h i c l e ,  a  new F o r d  Van. Once a g a i n ,  t o  
have  t h a t  ; k i n d  o f  d i s c i p l i n e  a t  t h a t  age i s  q u i t e  i m p r e s s i v e .  
My p e r s o n a l  e x p e r i e n c e s  w i t h  G e r r y  had p r o v e n  t o  me t h a t  h e  i s  
h o n e s t  and  w o u l d  g i v e  you t h e  s h i r t  o f f  h i s  b a c k  i f  you a s k e d  
h i m  t o .  U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,  G e r r y  and I l o s t  c o n t a c t  a f t e r  l e a v i n g  
h i g h  s c h o o l ,  due t o  my r e l o c a t i n g  t o  F l o r i d a .  
I do r e c a l l  a n o t h e r  m u t u a l  f r i e n d  o f  o u r s ,  K e i t h  C z a r n e c k i ,  
commen t i ng  o n  how w e l l  G e r r y  d i d  w o r k i n g  c o n s t r u c t i o n  f o r  h i m .  
A p p a r e n t l y ,  t h a t  w o r k  e t h i c  had c a r r i e d  on w i t h  G e r r y !  B e i n g  i n  
b u s i n e s s  f o r  m y s e l f ,  I c e r ~ ~ i n l y  can u n d e r s t a n d  t h e  h a r d s h i p s  
o f  f i n d i n g  h a r d w o r k i n :  cornoerenr h e l p .  i t h i n k  ;ne w o r l d  neads  
mars  p e o p l e  1 i k e  G e r r y  a round ,  e s p e c i a l 1  y  t h e  " w o r k i n s  w o r l d " .  
The w o r l d  w o u l d  b e  a  b e t t e r  p l a c e  w i t h  more p e o p l e  l i k e  G e r r y .  
I know M c K e n z i e ' s  ~u;orno;ive wou ld  c e r t a i n 1  y  b e  more p r o d c c t  i v e  
and p r o f i t a b l e  i f  i c o u l d  f i n d  ,more p e o p l e  t h a t  had  t h e  in:es- 
r i t y  and w o r k  e t h i c s  o f  G e r r y  B a r c e l l a .  
On a  p e r s o n a l  n o t e ,  I found G e r r y  t o  be v e r y  p e r s o n a b l e .  He 
g o t  a l o n g  w e l l  w i t h  eve ryone  I know. Even t h e  women l i k e d  h i m ! !  
T h a t  h a s  g o t  t o  say  someth ing  about  c h a r a c t e r .  On t h e  p o i n t  o f  
h o n e s t y ,  if G e r r y  s a i d  someth ing  was s o ,  t h e n  i t  was s o ! ! ! !  I ,  
p e r s o n a l l y ,  n e v e r  duub ted  h im.  I c e r t a i n l y  c a n n o t  b e l i e v e  t h e  
c h a r g e s  b r o u g h t  a g a i n s t  h im .  I do n o t  b e l i e v e  t h e  cha rges  t o  be 
t r u e  f o r  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  G e r r y  has d e n i e d  t h e s e  cha rges .  To me, 
t h a t  i s  as good a s  t h e  L o r d  h a v i n g  w r i t t e n  "not g u i l t y "  i n  
s t o n e .  ! ! 
The o l d  s a y i n g  goes ,  t h a t  you can  c o u n t  y o u r  r e a l  f r i e n d s  on 
one  hand,  w e l l  G e r r y  i s  t r u l y  one o f  t h o s e  f r i e n d s  t o  me. T h i s  
i s  due t o  h i s  h o n e s t y ,  work e t h i c s  and h i s  g r e a t  a t t i t u d e  t o w a r d s  
l i f e  i n  g e n e r a l .  
I f  t h e r e  i s  a n y t h i n g  e l s e  I can do o n  h i s  b e h a l f ,  p l e a s e  l e t  
me know. 
S i n c e r e l y  Y o u r s ,  
Gregg J .  McKenz ie  
To Uhom it flay C o n c e a n :  
I h a v e  k n o w n  Geany L l a a c e l l a  n i n c e  a L o u t  1980 and my e a n l i e n t  
memoay o f  h i m  wan o n e  o f  i n t e l l i g e n c e  and  a p o l i t e  mannen.  
He n e u e a  u f t e n e d  a n  u n k i n d  woad f o  m e  o n  wnonged me i n  a n y  way .  
He wan n o t  t he  k i n d  o f  p e n n o n  you  had t o  wonny a L o u f ,  you  c o u l d  
t n u n f  h i m  and he w o u l d  Le f n u e  t o  h i n  woad .  i h a u e  a l w a y n  known 
h i m  t o  Le  c o n n c i e n f i o u n  and a e n p o n n i L l e .  1 h a v e  g i u e n  h i m  a  
l i n e  o f  c a e d i f  a t  my L u n i n e n n  and he a l w a y n  paompfLy p a i d  o f f  
w h a t  he owed me.  i n e u e n  h a d  t o  c a l l  h i m  L o n  the money ,  e u e n .  
i f  it wun o n l y  t w e n t y  d o l l a a n .  
i ~ t i P 1  c a n n o t  L e l i e u e  he h a n  L e e n  c h a a g e d  w i t h  munden .  
,?z n i n t  h u u r  L e e n  i n  the wnong p l a c e  a t  the waong t i m e  L e c a u n e  
t h i d  d o e n n ' t  nound l i k e  h i m .  He wan l i k e  a  L i g  t e d d y  L e a n .  
He a l w a y n  h a d  a  good n e n n e  o f  humon and a n  e a n y g o i n g  a t f i t u d e .  
I t h i n k  he h a n  Leen u n j u n f l y  a c c u n e d  R e c a u n e  f h i n  d o e n n ' t  bound  
l i k e  n o m e t h i n g  he i n  capa.Cle o f .  1 :!eel he had a l o t  o f  good 
i n  h i m  and  I h o p e  t h a t  thebe 930d q u a l i t i e n  a n e  t a k e n  i n t o  
a c c o u n t .  i am n u n e  t h a t  i f  i..z tiad t h e  f i n a n c e n  h i n  l e g a l  
n i t u a f i o n  w o u l d  Le L ~ i q h f e a  C u t  u n f o a f u n u t l e y  i n  t h i n  c o u n t a y ,  
a,> f h e  Sinrp,>on c a n e  d e m o n n . t a u t e d ,  t h o n e  i n d i u i d u u l n  w i t h o u t  
t he  money ,lox h i g h  poweaed l u w y e a n  do n o t  f a i n  an w e l l  a n  t h e  
a i c h .  
S i n c e a l y ,  
2. R. flacPlunten 
R. - 3.k. /idL& 
4 9 0  N .  S t a t e  S t .  
o f  o c h e r s ,  b u t  if jer.r.7 i .3 s*z:encrd t3 d e ~ f ! ? ,  =:-;ail !we a s  a 
. . 
s c c L s c y  a r ?  a s  i g n o r a n t  a s  ,?LS '21:k.e:. 
8 * .  - , , ; 1 2 :  I 2 .  3: ;=or?. ? r a g a ,  i 
had a t o p  s+c ; ; r ; ty  ~ o v 3 r n m e n i  c leara : :cs  j;t.-ausa o f  my 41.0.5. 
kcccmpan ied  by t h e  s e c r e t  S e r v l c a  w e  ha< a t y p e  o f  d r i l l ,  o n e  
d a y  I ' l l  neve r  f o r g e i ,  w e  5ro; ta  o f f  i:Li) 8 o r  9 g-'- , <up3  0: 
a b o u t  12. p e o p l e ,  t h e  who!.i rocin was t:-LC! t h e  same s t o r y  w i t h  
. ?  .~ 
many f a c t o r s  and  p o s s i b ~ l i c i s s  o f  who c o u l d  h ~ v e  commi t t ad  +. 
c r i m e .  No t h r e e  g r o u p s  C O U ~ ~  as ; - se  w i t h  e a c h  c t h e : ' .  Wi:a;. d o e s  
-, 
t h a t  s a y  f o r  o u r  J u r y  s y s t ~ i i i .  i n e s e  were  v e r y  i n t e ? ? i y e n t  
men, t he ' /  toid IJS t h e y  c o u l d  make u s  b e l i e v e  o u r  g i v e n  b i r t h  . - 
.cams was wrong ,  t h e n  t h e y  p:oved i t .  So L; :he j u r y  is made 
up o f  p e o p l e  who d o n ' t  uiidersc-.-d t h e  .ar= s t e c  ts o f  ci?ilj  a b u s e  
o r  a n g e r  i s s u s s ,  J e r r y  d o e s n ' t  have a  c l i a z c i .  C~o you t h i n ! <  
if t h e r e  was a  c l a s s  o n  o u r  emot ions  i n  s c h o o l  i t  wouLd h e l p  
s o  many c h i l d r e n  l e a r n  what t h e y  were f e e l i n g  s o  Zhey d i d n "  L 
L e x p r e s ~ ?  M c ~ s t  o f  u3  d o n ' t  have  t o  a c t  o u t  what  t h e y  C O U L G Z ' "  
l a a r  n tI-,t.?so sl<ilis a t  home. 
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,+le!ne-: i n  a n  a b u s e d  c h i l d a  L i f e ,  y o u ' r a  s ~ i i i  oo!< ing  a t  a n  
c h i l d ,  a ;produc:. cf " '  !!is i n t i m a t e  e n v i r c n m e n t .  $ 2  
w a s n ' t  t a u g h t  t o  e x p r l s s  h i s  emok ions  a n d  d e a l  w i t h  h i s  
f a e l i n . ; s ,  :he cias. t a u g h t  v i o l e n c e  a n d  from tlia ,nos: i m p o r t a n t  
r - 0 1 ~ ;  ,nZicIeI o f  a n y o n e s  L i f a ,  Daddy. Ter-ry 61en: t o  c o u n s e l l i n g  
a n d  IN . a .  t o o ,  he:.ePs a  d : i s f u n c t i o n a l  p e r s o n  a s k i n g  s o c i e t y  
foi-  1iel;r a n d  wha t  d o e s  h e  get+? i i e r c  T e r r y  t a k a  t h i s  you'LL 
" J a l  , ,- .- - - . 1 i f  you c o n t r o l l  a n g e r  by d r u g s  you d o n '  t 
have  t h e  o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  d e a i  a n d  Lea rn  what  co d o  wi t ,?  y o u r  
- ; c e l i n s s .  L e t s  l o c k  a t  t h i s ,  a  p e r s o n  g o i n g  t o  N.:A. and you: 
ps%,cb , idl . . ,  ' - -is?- .., now your  p a z i a z t  is 3 c  a d d i t  i n  ' recover; .  
. . .common s e n s e  s a y s  you d o n ' t  t a l l  him t o  t a k e  d r u g s !  ! S u r e  
h e ' s  g o i n s  t o  a s k  For them - i t ' : s  h i s  damn h a b i t ! !  : d o n ' t  
want  t o  d e a l  w i t h  l i f e  a s  I know i t ,  I want  t o  g e t  h i g h !  L i k e  
a n  ab t i s ed  d a u g h t e r  p i c k s  a  guy who w i l l  a b u s e  h e r  Like h e r  
i a i h a r  a n  a d d i c t  w i l l  l ook  f o r  a  way o f  l i f a  :he o r  s h e  is 
u s e d  t o o .  U s u a l l y  t h i s  is on a  s u b c o n c i o u s  Lev*;. IF you h a v e  
a ;, <... a  , .-; :i.-riz comprehend ing  any 3f what  Z ' i n  s a y i n g  Z a:-~ould s a y  
. . : - $  !.!:,;:: ,-.. , - $ : < .  : ' he 0 . 0:- j .  1 t . j % : j  ~ n : ~ ~ : ; ~ ~ :  I:O 
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thd :=,,lo;< N.$, .  yo:; , '  i i  , +:: ,,nc ' him lncr - .d ibLy sn ia r t  w i t h  a 
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grir,?.. dc';.el o f  i n t a i l s c :  i i ~ ; n s s l - ; , ' - ; o r  a h i s h  f c h o o i  b o y .  Z 
u3dl . t - s tand  :.*oc; a ] - r  aware  R.3 h a s  p u b l i s h e d  two books  a n d  a t  
q u i t e  a y o u n g  a g a ,  and how h i s  p a r e n t s  were p h y s i c a l i y  t h z r e  
.is h e  g r a w  u p ,  s o  i d a s  iny Dad, h e  b r o u g h t  m e  t o  nudr dance: 
b a r s  a t  t h e  age o f  1 1 ,  s o  soma p a r e n t s  a r e  t h e r a ,  b u t  t h e y  
a r e n ' t  e q u i p p e d  w i t h  t h e  e m o t i o n a l l  s k i l l s  t o  r a i s e  c h i i d r e n ,  
P - , siv; t h e  prop3.r  g u i d a n c e ,  and  n o t  t o  j u s t  s a y  1 l o v e  y o u ,  
b u r  t o  show tl:fer c i i i i d r e n  t h e y  Love them and h a \ i  t r u e  
conca r ; :  f o r  t i - , e m .  I t  is t h e  r s s p o n s i b i l i t y  o f  av'5ry pa r so r .  t o  - ,  o:-L 1 - :  t h e s e  sl.tiLl:s i f  t h e r - ' r e  g o i n s  t o  r a i s e  c h i i d r e n .  ;$71 
. . - , ; - 7 0 0 ~ 3  ; 1  m i ~ c a k e ~ ,  2ui: L =  ;/.:.:- ;;,i;22 
a;is:3:. 2pr:>5ie:xs s o  bad yoi; p o i - -  . ,& a  gun a.t your  own c h i l d s  head  
a n d  i f  y o u  have  m a r r i e d  a  man a n d  s u p p o r t  him i n  t h i s  
b e h a v i o r  the!? b o t h  p a r e n t s  a  g u i l t y  o f  c h i l d  a b u s e .  Now 
j e r r y  s h o u l d  pay f o r  t h i s ! ? .  L i n d a ,  a n d  , v a r y ,  you ;have a n  
o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  wake up t h e  w o r l d  t o  t h e  a x t o n t  o f  how f a r  
. ?  c h i i d  a b u s e  can g o .  Remember t h e  Nanendaz b o y s  i n  C A  who s h o t  
p a r e n t s ?  Why :he h e l i  a r e  tI3e.y i n  j a i l ?  is i t  Loo 
r u d e  t o  s a y  h i s  f a t h e r  made him s u c k  h i s  die:<? 50 s o c i e t y  
doesn ': want to d d a i  w i t h  t h o s e  i s s u e s  s o  we p u t  :ham away ,  . - 
b e . ; a ~ ~ s a  t h e y  commi t t ed  a c r i m e ,  w e l i  ;: you s.sw a inan ~ O T C ~  
-1;:s ~ i ,  a c h i l d  a n d  you had a g u n ,  would yo,; us:? i t?  Z ~ o ~ i l  L 2 A 
:~/7oc:. ;;in r;;ysal';  and proubl;, t z r n  m y s s l :  i n .  
, . ' j y  , i f  yai ;  wer,z .&:!;:r;a:~ ; fou9r ' a  
sn:-i:i+k ic :!Q wkat ye- ,,.lsnt ; ~ i t h  iio r*$a;d .?r :+s;.ezi 
- n , .  
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R e :  G e r a l d  a n g a i ~  s j r c c e i i a  
, . , , i ? r a y  t n i s  c a s e  e x t e n d s  f a r  beynnc  t n e  n e e d s  o i  :.sri.y, I 
hope  t h i : s  w i i l  : s a t  a ;p recedencz  f o r  t h e  t h o i i ~ a ; - ~ d s  o: i n e n  a ~ l d  
twoinan w h o  f i n d  tliems.?:ves i n  a s i r n i i a r  s i t : . ; a t i o n ,  ? r G s t ; - a t e d  
w i t h  t h e  i g n o r a n c e  of  n o t  b e i n g  a b l e  t o  ~ : ( p L a i n  t a  o t h e r s  o r  
e v e n  u n d e r s t a n d  f o r  t h e m s e l v e s  why t h e y  ack  t h e  way t i lay  d o .  
J e r r y ' s  Fathe;. u s e d  t o  p a i n t  a gun a t  h i s  head  when he 
was youl-ty b e c a u s e  h e  was rnad a t  ihi;n.. . 5.2 he l e a r n s  " o k 
L i h i s  is w h a t  you d o  when your  mad!" iia.,-- - yoi? ever.  had a  gun 
p o i n i . ~ + d  a t  you? 1 have by a b l a c k  '3117 * i i L h  t - .n  J h i s  g a n g  , - .  -.. .> i ar;:iir;;'! i?:?.,..~ m n ~ 3 t  p r ~ J , . . i : 5 i c ? ,  ~5 . :  . . .  ,..j<+:.= : c ~ . a : ~ y  ~ 6 z . s : ~  
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+ ., . . . ,ji$i ,l,i;l!< I ' \ ,  ..-..:PC ., - -  oni;, t i ; r = t . ~  t i m - 5 ,  ,=.s :, , ! i 7 he 
,- . ..̂ .> . - a c - i z  0 .;(. a b o u t  c r y i n g ,  maybe L T  h i s  ,zoili o: h i s  p a t  dog  d i e s  
i';':i . a i r i ~ i i t ,  b u t  t h e n  ask him hoc: he i ~ o u l d  f e e l  a b o u t  
p u n c h i n g  someones  f a c e  i n ,  s m a s h i n g  h i s  n o s e ,  knock ing  o u t  
h i :% t .ee th  i;r kic:kii lg n i s  r i b s  i l l . ?  C r y i n s  is Morse ,  h e  d o e s n ' t  
know how t o  d e a l  w i t h  h i s  f e e l i n g s ,  he h a s  no c o n c e p t  o i  what  
t o  do when s a d n e s s  o r  p a i n  overcome h im,  so h e  t u r n s  i t  i n t o  
a n g e r ,  h e  was t a u g h t  what  t o  d o  w i t h  ar;ger ! Thanks Dad.  I 
remember my f a t h e r  c a l l i n g  me a p u s s ?  and a f a s o t  when I was 
7 y r s  o l d  b e c a u s e  I c r i e d  when h e  h i t  m e  i n  t h e  e a r  w i t h  a  - : i n o w c a l l .  i remember alo!: o f  my l i f e  t c  t h a  a g e  O F  2 .  I had 
5 : . . . . . \  - ii>.,s!j 2 , m o ~ l c i - 2 ~ A i y  i ;  un tL .  I sl?l.i:$c yi3iE'; C2 
c o i ~ n s e i l i n g ,  w i i i c h  2 w c i ; t  t o  f o r  5 y i - i  ir:>tai and. 2 y e a r  o f  
N . A .  , Today I iiaue 7 y e a r s  c l e a n  a s  05 l p r i i  3 r d .  
1 '  m e x p l a i n i n g  instances i n  my i i f s  b e c a u s e  t h e y  were  s imilar  
t o  T a r r y ' s ,  s o  why an1 I n o t  i n  j a i l  t o o  you m i g h t  wonder ,  
well  I h a d  a  c o u n s e l o r  who worked me h a r d ,  who g o t  i n  my face 
a n d  made me loo!< a t  w h a t  i was d o i n g  w i t h o u t  t h e  u s 9  o f  a n g e r  
c 0 n t . r - o l l i n g  d r u s s .  Was i t  a matter o f  i wanted  t o  c h a n s e  a n d  
h  d i c i n ' t ?  a b s o 1 u t e I y  n o t ,  :ia w e n t  t o  a .  a n d  h i s  
c o u n s e l l i n g  Like  1 d i d  b u t  h e  M a s  p u t  back on d r u s s .  I u s e d  
t o  t a l k  t o  J s r r r  a b o u t  what  w a s  1aa:ning a b o u t  myse l f  a n d  . ,  . 
:hat  a n g e r  needed \no a c t i o n  j u s t  though::, and  t h e  a b ~ ~ ~ t . 7  t o  . . Let s o .  i t  ' 3  a 2 r o c a s : s ,  2.r: i ? 2 j L i n : ;  is a n  impor - t an t  
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